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Chid TER. I 
I . THE PROBLC:M 
The Negro Press is an interest - group press; its chief 
interest revolves around the }.;egro , 11is pro&:ress <lt\d rro -
blems; the prosr.ects for the future and tl1e troubles of -the 
present; the triumphs and despairs of the bib , t,he li·tt le 
~egro . 1 
The press is the Negro ' s loudest and most articulate 
voice in his struggle to gain first class citizenship . It 
is crusading for a change in the American concept of race , 
and it wants to end all distinctions based on skin color . 2 
In the United States the chief scapegoat is the Negro . 
The audience that is obsessed with the inner , psychological , 
need to view Negroes as less than men has built up definite 
negative stereotypes about them . These images constitute 
psychological and ethical justifica-tion for all the thinf"s , 
legal , emotional , economic , and political , vhich are labeled 
under the term "Jim Crow . "3 The Negro l'ress is confronted 
with t.he problem of breaking down these ima::;es and making the 
Negro population realize that the '"egro , if given equal 
opportunity to develop his full potentialities , can be integ-
rated into soci ety as an equal being . 
The Negro press is seriously engaged in stimulatillb' 
Negro achievement , increasing the J\egro 1 s pride in himself and 
his conmmni ty . 4 
2 
The majority of Negro newspapers 11 have dared to take 
the American ideals off the shelf , dust them off , and put them 
on display . 11 They , like moral gadflies , sting away at the 
American conscience . 5 
The ~egro Press was launched as a protest against 
slavery and for the spread of abolitionist propaganda in the 
North . The first newspaper , FREEDm1' S JOURNAL , was published 
in 1827 in New York by John B. Russwurm and Samuel Cornish . 
Cornish was a minister and Russ~urm was the first Negro to be 
graduated from a United States college , graduating in 1826 
with highest honors . 6 
Their initial effort was followed by many more ventures 
in Negro journalism, and before the Civil War there were at 
least twenty- four Negro journals in existence . The North Star , 
edited by Frederick Douglass , was the most famous of these 
early journals . At the conclusion of the Civil War when these 
journals had concluded their usefulness and purpose , they 
ceased publication . However , their aggressiveness and milit -
ancy has survived to this day . 7 
The development of the Negro Press follows closely two 
interelated trends: The rising Negro protest and the increase 
of Negro literacy . In 1905 Robert S . Abbott started his 
Chicago Defender , which was destined to revolutionize Negro 
journalism. The founding of the NAACP in 1919 ?and the publish-
ing of The Crisis gave furthe r impetus to racial radicalism in 
the press . The first World War again increased unrest , suspicion , 
3 
and dissatisfaction , which it was the opportunity of the press 
to stir up and organize . Now the color question is involved in 
the world political-ideological conflict . S 
Today the Negro press is bigger business than ever . Re-
cently statisticians were able to find about 300 Negro publica-
tions . The newspapers and magazines , over two thirds being 
weeklies , had a total circulation of close to three million . 
Twenty-seven exceeded 20 , 000. 9 A few of these have since dis-
appeared , others have come into being . 
In all probability this figure is a very conservative 
guage of the actual number of readers . Negroes are avid readers 
of their own newspapers . Copies are passed around from family 
to family and are left in barber shops, pool rooms , churches , 
lodges and many other places where Negroes congregate , so that 
single newspapers fall into the hands of many readers . This 
wide reqdership is a remarkable testimonial to the service 
which the Negro Press is rendering to the colored people . 10 
In the 135 years the Negro Press has been in the van-
guard for full citizenship for the Negro , chattel slavery has 
been abolished , and the Negro ' s right to be educated has been 
established . His right to vote has been recognized and upheld 
by the highest tribunals in the land , although this right to 
vote has not been fully realized . "His right to rise above 
the leve-l of 1 hewer of wood and drawer of water 1 has been granted 
with these years . 1111 
Huch remains to be done since the fight for equality is 
not yet won . The barriers of segregation, although not as 
numerous , are still evident . But , in spite of these adverse 
conditions , the walls of injustice are crumbling one by one 
and the Negro is marching to full integration into the life 
stream of America . In almost every field of endeavor the Negro 
is forging ahead , and the Negro Press in no @nall degree has 
been a major factor influencing this unparalleled progress . 
This will undoubtedly remain so as lon~; as the nation 1 s 
leading papers continue to play do·wn Negro achievements while 
playing up Negro crime ; so long as they persist in ignoring 
the cultural and social life of the Negro people; so long as 
they continue their stubborn policy of giving only passing 
thought to the Negro citizens as an American entity of con-
siderable importance , and so long as they are overly cautious 
in joining the crusade for full equality for' all Americans . 12 
This seems paradoxical , but the Negro Press , a child of 
discrimination , owes its birth and growth to the conditions it 
seeks to destroy . 
4 
In this connection, it has been said that the Negro Press 
has a chance for survival only as part of the gener~l press . 
It can survive the ending of racial conflict and the amalgama -
tion of the Negro , socially if not physically , only by taking 
an active interest in the problems of all peoples and moving 
away from an obsession with only Negro problems . 1 3 
In 1950 James :t-I . Pope undertook a study relating to this 
question . His avowed purpose for the study was to determine 11 ••• 
whether the Negro Press has begun to move toward a presentation 
of news other than that primarily concerned with the Negro in 
America , and if so , to what extent in relation to the whole 
14 
content . " 
5 
The Pope study involved an analysis of two leading Negro 
newspapers , THE PITTSBURG COURIER and the BALTIMORE AFRO -
AMERICAN , editions inclusive of the dates December 9 , 1950 to 
January 27 , 1951 . 
Specifically , Pope catergorized the content of the two 
papers into thirteen areas and measured the amount of material 
devoted to each category . Pope established the following 
categories: 
Category: 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 --8 
9 
10 
11 12 ... _ 
13 
ST0RY CATEGORIEsl5 
NEGROES IN THE ARMED FORCES 
NEGROES IN AMERICAN ECONOMIC LIFE 
NEGRO CIVIL LIBERTIES 
GENERAL RACE RELATIONS 
NEGROES IN INDUSTRY 
NEGROES IN CRIME 
NEGROES IN OTHER COUNTRIES 
OTHER NEGRO- WHITE FIELDS 
NEGRO - NEGRO AFFAIRS 
NEGRO . EDUCATION 
DISASTER 
NEGROES IN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS 
IRRELEVANT 
Further treatment of the content included determining the 
distribution of the above categories on the front page , on 
other pages , the amount of space devoted to (1) Events , (2) 
Ideas , and (3) Personalities , and a breakdown of the characters 
appearing , i . e ., soldiers , students , careerwomen , children , 
conwunists white bigots , a t hletes , etc . 
Pope concluded with this statement of findings: 
In the analysis made of the Courier and 
the Afro- American it was found that the 
two representatives of the Negro press 
are making progress toward a more in-
telligent and responsible presentation 
of news ••• Today as the 1egro continues 
to march 11 up from slavery" to a greater 
role in the American way of life , the 
Negro Press moves forward , assuming the 
new responsibilities br9ught on by 
greater participation . lo 
6 
The Pope study satisfies its purpose and in so doing sets 
the limits of its value when related to the original question--
is the Negro Fress , in the face of continuing social improve-
ment , moving to avert extinction through a more active interest 
in the total society? Pope finds the Negro press has gone in-
ternational--in so far as his sample is representative- -and is 
devoting a greater amount of its space to such treatment . How-
ever , its international expansion is along the line of treat -
ing the Negro in a 11"\Vorld 11 context rather than just the United 
States . 
The alternative for the Negro Press as suggested by 
lvolseley is expansion of interest beyond race itself or extinc-
tion . The present study proposes to determine if any such 
movement "away from an obsession with only 1\egro problems" and 
tmv-ard "an active interest in the problem of all peoples" is 
in evidence as integration of the Negro advances in the United 
States . 
It is the assumption of this study that such a movement 
would begin without hue and proceed gradually , and that its 
advance would parallel , at least relatively , the advance or 
7 
progress of integration itself . Stated differently , as the 
points of Negro Press protest c ome to pass , i . e . desegrega -
tion, the press should turn to interest outside the race . 
Presuming that the move would probably be gradual , the study 
endeavors to account for a possible intermediate development . 
As desegregation brings increased opportunity to the Negro , 
it will also bring additional responsibilities . In a gradual 
swing from race protest to world problems , the Negro Press 
could conc eivably shift to give increased emphasis to the 
significance of these responsibilities on the Negro citizenry . 
At any rate the possibility seems sufficiently significant to 
warrant attention in the study design . 
II . THE METHOD OF RESEARCH 
The study will be conducted under the title: 
THE FUTURE OF THE NEGRO PRESS 
ASSESSED THROUGH ITS PAST , Ttlli NEW ROLE 
OF RACE IN THE WORLD AND THE IMPACT OF INTEGRATION 
This study seeks to treat the heart of the question by 
going to the core elements involved: At the heart of the 
Negro Press today and historically are the elements of protest 
and crusade . In any press the editorial is the medium re-
cognized as most nearly perfect for this purpose . Finally , in-
tegration will be a prime mover , whatever direction the Negro 
press takes in the future . 
The study will bring together these elements-- t o crusade , 
editorials , and integration-- through a comparative analysis of 
(1) the crusade content contained in the editorials of Negro 
newspapers published in an integrated environ , with that con-
tained in , (2) the editorials of Negro newspapers published in 
non- integrated environs . 
Crusade content is defined as material treating (1) Pro-
test Themes--detecting , documenting , discussing , denouncing , 
descriminatory practices , policies , incidents , etc . and (2) 
Self-Enlightenment Themes--advocating race pride , race improve-
ment , citing race achievement , responsibility , etc . 
An article will be termed an "Editorial" if it appears on 
the editorial page or is so marked , editorial but appears 
9 
elsewhere in the paper . 
Integrated and non- integrated environs are loosely de -
fined along legal lines . Those areas in which the practice 
of segregation is not locally (state , municipal) underwritten 
by law are considered integrated . M1ere the practice is 
legally enforceable , the area is non- integrated . 
10 
The following are the major questions this study will seek to 
answer and the methods to be employed in answering them . 
Results 
A. Question : Which group does the most editorializing ? • For Comparison 
• 
• 
(note: As a protest media , t he Negro press tradition-
ally has been prone to give more views than 
news . ) 
• Integ Non - Integ 
1 . Method: Measure the amount of space devoted to 
editorials (totals .) 
B. Question : How do the editorials compare in terms 
of scope of outlook? 
(note: Scope refers to local , national , international 
based on the geographic setting of the discus-
sion contained in the editorial) 
1 . Method: Measure the amount of material devoted to : 
local issues (Local)* 
national issues (nat 1 l)* 
international issues (int 1nat)* 
C. Question: Which group treats subjects not 
specifically related to the Negro 
in greqter abundance? (non- race)* 
1 . Method : Measure the amount of space devoted 
to subjects not specifically related 
to the Negro . 
D . Question: "Which group has protest editorials 
in greater abundance? (Protest)* 
1 . :t>lethod: :Measure the amount of space devoted 
to protest themes . 
E . Question: \ihich group has self - enlightenment 
themes in greater abundance? 
1 . Method: 
~-
Measure the amount of space devoted 
to self - enlightenment themes . Enlight-
ment )i~ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Tag to be used in future reference to this question and this 
category of material . 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
11 
III . THE Sft.MPLE 
The study sample consists of a set of newspapers--6 
weeklies , 1 daily , 108 individual issues , representing a total 
circulation of 206 , 104-~published in areas where desegregation 
is supported by local law , and another set--6 weeklies , 1 daily , 
108 indivi dual issues- - representing a total circulation of 124 , 
211--pu blished where segregation is enforced by local law . The 
sample was compiled during the 60- day publishing period of March 
1960 through April 1960 . 
The study design calls for the measurement and tallying , 
for subsequent comparison, the amount of space in inches each 
publication devoted to race editorials , non- race editorials , 
local , national , and international editorials , protest editori-
als and self enlightenment editorials . 
Set I, published in non- integrated environs , consists of 
the following newspapers: 
NAME PUBLISHED IN CIRCULATION 
1 . ALABAMA CITIZEN Tuscaloosa , Ala . 4 , 000 
2 . CAROLINIAN Raleigh , N. c. 7 , 800 
3. BIRHINGHAM WORLD Birmingham, Ala . 9 , 400 
4 . FLORIDA TATTLER Jacksonville , Fla . 12 , 500 
s. LOUISIANA WEEKLY New Orleans , La . 17 , 705 
6 . JOURNAL AND GUIDE Norfolk , Va . 44 , 806 
7 . ATLANTA DAILY WORLD Atlanta , Ga . 28 , 000 
Set II , published in integrated environs , consists of the 
12 
following newspapers : 
NAHE PUBLISHED IN CIRCULATION 
1 . THE CRUSADER Rockford , Ill . 3, 378 
2 . CLEVELAND CALL & POST Cleveland , Ohio 8, 600 
3. WASHINGTON AFRO Washington , D. c. 10 , 376 
4 . EMPIRE STAR Buffalo , N. Y. 11 , 750 
s. CHICAGO DEFENDER Chicago , Ill. 17 , 000 
6 . PITTSBURG COURIER Pittsburg , Pa . 129 , 000 
7 . CHICAGO DAILY DEFENDER Chicago , Ill . 26 , 000 
To make more clear the labels being used to type editori-
als , samples of each type follow : 
RACE EDITORI ALS 
Talk Without Action is Dead 
In an attempt to solve the lunch- counter 
sit- down demonstration problem , a number of 
cities appointed Iluman- Relations Committees . 
The outcome of practically everyone of them 
shows that talk without action is of no con-
sequence . 
The various committee talks resulted in 
two ends: (1) the failure of the persons- -
store managers and students--involved to 
agree , and ( 2) the failure of the committee 
to agree . 
In High Point , N. C., the Human Relations 
Committee recommended a 6G- day trial of in-
tegration at variety store lunch counters . 
However , the committee had no power to enforce 
its recommendations and a test , if any , will 
be the decision of the store managers . 
Over in Chapel Hill , the Bi- Racial Com-
mittee recommended that all the stores in-
volved try integration at lunch counters for 
a period of ninety days . The com,ni ttee gave 
up hope when the merchants would not co-
operate one hundred per cent . 
The Raleigh Bi- Racial Committee failed 
to agree on recommendations taken from three 
possible courses ofaction in lunch-counter 
eating arrangements . This goes to prove 
that talk and recommendations are worthless 
unless people are willing to carry them out . 
Now that the committee has failed what 
is the next step? 
--The Carolinian (March 23 , 1960) 
Washington Leadership 
U. S . Attorney General Rogers has given 
us a fine example of national leadership , the 
kind of initiative expected of the men and 
women we elect to administer and enforce the 
law . With cmmnendable astuteness , he has 
brought about obedience to law in a section 
of our country where the custom has been to 
ignore or flaunt it . He called in the heads 
of chain stores and politely but firmly told 
them what the law required of them and in-
sisted that they comply . They did comply and 
issued orders for desegregation of eating 
facilities in all of their branch stores in the 
South . But , don ' t forget , it was the 11 sit-ins 11 
by young Negro students that started it all . 
--The Empire Star (April 2) 
NON RACE EDITORIALS 
Old Soldiers Never 
Old Soldiers have been known to get out of 
the army but no one has devised a means for g et -
ting the army out of an old soldier . 
Retired Gener a l Mark w. Clark is the latest 
of the old soldiers who said , by implication , 
that what this nation needs is an invincible 
fighting force . 
The United Nations , observed general Clark 
is serving 11 no useful good . " 
13 
His travels around the world in peace 
time and in war have not made the General 
any less an isolationist . 
General Clark is advocating that the 
United States withdraw from the United 
Nations . For an organization as young as 
u. N., we think that it has made great pro-
gress in keeping the world from a general 
war . It gives nations a place where they 
can battle with words , negotiate , arbitrate 
and come to some sort of an agreement short 
of armed conflict . While men and nations 
are talking , they will not be fighting 
(save one inglorious occasion . ) 
World War II might have been prevented 
had this nation become , in letter and in 
spirit , a member of the ill - fated League of 
Nations . 
w-e are aware of what the General ' s 
alternative is to membership in the United 
Nations . We do not believe that this 
nation can afford it . 
--The Rockford Crusader 
(April 22 , 1960) 
A Plug For Smoking 
Tobacco users everywhere should rise up 
and pay tribute to Dr . J . R. Burn of Oxford 
University . The British scientist has given 
guilt ridden smokers , smitten hip and thigh 
by cancer and coronary complexes , a chance 
to feel less wicked . 
Smoking may give one a lift , says Dr . 
Burn by triggering release of a perk-up 
chemical deep in the brain . Nicotine from 
tobacco smoke enters the blood stream , the 
Briton suggests , unlocks the chemical , lessens 
fatigue and gives an increased feeling of 
cheerfulness . \Vhile Dr . Burn did not maintain 
that cheer would become universal if everyone 
smoked , his words did indicate that we get 
more from the habit than lung cancer and heart 
disease . 
The medical pr~ession is unlikely to 
14 
prescribe smoking as a cure for lassitude , 
but those who use the weed should blow some 
thanas to Dr . Burn r s way for at least pro-
viding them with an excuse for smoking . 
--The Journal and Guide (April 9) 
INTERNATIONAL EDITORIALS 
Europe ' s The Thing 
In these days of excessive emphasis on 
nationalism, it is sometimes good to look to 
the people who know how nebulous this con-
cept can be ., Take the little known city of 
Elten in the Netherlands--or as it will be 
soon , £!ten , Germany . There 3 , 500 people have 
in less than 20 years been German , then Dutch 
and now back to German again . 
It all started in 1949 . Those far removed 
from the scene might think it would make a 
great deal of difference . But the Elteners 
shrug , as one did when he said: "It ' s time to 
do away with borders altogether . The thing now 
is Europe .. " 
The most practical effect this switching in 
allegiance has had for these villagers is in 
their daily trips to the market . Border lines 
do have an effect on prices of commodities neces-
sary to daily life and it has been less expen -
sive to be Dutch than it will now to be German . 
Coffee , for example , is three times as expensive 
on the eastern side of the border as on the 
western side ., 
This is , of course , one of the unfortunate 
results of nationalism, as the divergent economic 
policies of nations and states have their prac~i ­
cal effect on the citizenry . It is the greatest 
barrier to a union of European states , and the 
sort of thi ng the Common Market was designed to 
correct . 
With these economic barriers leveled , the 
people of Europe may begin to filfill the vision . 
As the old Eltener said , the thing of greatest 
importance now for Europeans is a Europe withoJt 
national boundaries . 
15 
--Journal and Guide (April 30 , 1960) 
Teachers Pets 
Mary had a little lamb--not a large snail , 
slug , or worm and that was her mistake . An 
education society in ~ottingham , England , says 
children should be encouraged to take 11 strange 11 
animals to school . Apparently it is only the 
more familiar sort that incur the contempt of 
authority . 
A meticulous analysis of the environmental 
and subjectival elements in the school that 
Mary attended and the schools of 1ottingham indi -
cates that the decisive factor guiding the se l ec-
tion of fauna for classroom companionship is not 
in the effect of given (or borrowed) ftiunus on 
the education of the child but on the 11 peace 11 of 
the teacher . 
The 1ottingham dispatch says plainly , un-
abashedly , with a detachment as cool as an 
eel ' s nose , that 11 teachers enjoy the peace they 
get when children are studying strange animals . 11 
Whereas the stew that Mary ' s lamb made had an 
opposite effect; the teacher had not only to 
turn the creature out ( 11 It made the children 
laugh and play , 11 ) but had to work overtime an-
swering tiresome questions after school , making 
sure to add a moral at no extra charge . 
All because of an economy- size version of 
Bo- peep . 
11 Slug and snails may drag their tails , be-
fore them or behind them . " You can hear the 
teachers union chanting . "We will not squirm 
at any worm , for worms are where you mind them . 
' Fillet of a fenny snake , in the cauldron boil 
and bake . Eye of newt and toe of frog , Woo l of 
bat , and tongue of dog,' These be welcome , sun 
of frost , Mary r s lamb , et al ., get lost!" 
--Birmingham World (April 2 , 1960) 
LOCAL EDITORIAL 
I 
The State ' s Recovery From Its 
Freeze Paralysis 
16 
The most rigorous snow storm for this section 
in 24 years , caught this city without ample heat -
ing and lighting facilities to combat the occasion . 
In some parts of the city there were 
people without lights and heat and in 
many sections of the state highways had 
to be closed . 
The cost of the terrific onsweep will 
run well i nto mill i ons , while the schools 
and some industries had to be closed . 
Those who arose to find they could not 
get to work on Wednesday must have had a 
trying experience . With the traffic 
bottled up , one c ould envision how blessed 
it is to have open veins of traffic in a 
city like ours . 
As is the southern custom, the freeze 
was short lived . Friday showed the face of 
a smiling sun \roi c h bespake the pledge of an 
early spring after all . 
Many of the early flowers , buds and shrub-
bery , which came out too soon , were ruined . 
Now that we are once more on the road to 
norma·lcy , may the rest of the winter be kind 
to us . 
--The Atlanta Daily World 
(March 8, 1960) 
PROTEST EDITORIALS 
Uncle Sam Wi ll Sue? 
The a dministration says it is ready to 
bring its first lawsuit to end racial dis-
crimination on Government building projects 
in Washington . 
The two contracts will be the target , 
but it would seem that Local 26 of the In-
ternational Brotherhood of Electrical 
Workers should also be sued , since its 
membership color bar is responsible for the 
color discrimination in the first place . 
AFL- CIO head George Meany has talked of 
going to the paradoxical extreme of "scabb-
ing" on Local 26 by finding non- union Negro 
electrician for ~ contractors to hire , or 
17 
be sued by Uncle for refusing . 
These are dire threats but we wouldn ' t 
suggest that anybody hold his breath ~ntil 
they are carried out! 
--Pittsburg Courier (l'farch 19 , 1960) 
Alabama Pursues Rev . King 
Alabama is out for the blood of Rev . 
Martin Luther King Jr ., even if he has moved 
from Montgomery to Atlanta , as his indictment 
for perjury on his income tax forms indicate . 
The millions of Americans who trust , 
admire and love Rev . King are suspicious of 
this indictment and will rally whatever 
support he needs . 
--Pittsburg Courier (April 30 , 1960) 
ENLIGHTENMENT EDITORIALS 
The New Philosopher 
Say , old friends , are you tired of being 
stepped on , igno r e d , discriminated against , 
overlooked and simply disregarded? Have you 
tried to buy a house lately and the salesman 
showed you somethi ng that you wouldn ' t let 
your dog sleep in , or purchase a used auto-
mobile that you hear the salesman valu e at 
$500 . 00 but doubled the price when he saw the 
color of your ski n? 
Then wake up and register to vote! because 
that is the only way you ' ll be heard around 
here . And if you don ' t register you ' ll get 
only what you deserve . 
Saturday is your last opportunity to re 
gister to vote in the April primary election . 
--The Crusader (March 4, 1960) 
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NATIONAL EDITORIAL 
F9ods And Dangerous Chemicals 
The well- being of the American con-
sumer--a s regards both his stomach and his 
pocket - -is receiving an unaccustomed flurry 
of attention . The indignation let loose by 
the television quizz scandals has backfired 
into every corner of the advertising world , 
breeding a general suspicion of the claims 
made for the wares being sold . 
On a separate trac k , Arthur Fleming , the 
Secretary of Health , Education and Welfare , 
has been plunged , by a recent change in the 
law , into noisy combat on the whole question 
of chemicals added to foods . The public , 
roused from its customary inertia by the sug-
gestion that some of these ingredients may 
i nduce cancer , is beginning to wonder whether 
the contents of those immaculate packages that 
line grocery shelves are as pure as they look . 
The Food and Drug Administration makes spot 
checks , to the limit of its resources of fac -
tories and warehouses all over the country and 
follows up complaints . Offenders are taken to 
court where they may be fined or , in some cri -
mi nal cases , given a prison sentence . 
But in 1958 the onus of proof was shifted 
to manufacturers who were given eighteen 
months to submit their evidence . The deadline 
was March and the squeals of food- producers are 
mounting . Since 1958 , the law has banned rigidly 
the use of cancer- inducing chemicals which leave 
a residue in any food . 
--Chicago Weekly Defender 
(April 26 , 1960) 
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CHAPTER II 
The Negro Protest 
A vegetation of non- political associations and organi-
zations designed to achieve certain worthwhile causes is an 
American characteristic . Americans are great "joiners" and 
they enjoy "campaigns" and "drives" for membership or con-
tributions . Social clubs are plentiful , and even they are 
taken with a seriousness difficult for a stranger to under 
stand . Enthusiasm is invested in committee work of small im-
portance in churches , lodges , clubs and civic organizations 
of all kinds . 1 
Undoubtedly , this cultural trait is partly to be ex-
plained as an outfl0\1/ of the idealism and moralism of the 
American people . Americans generally are eager to improve 
their society . They like to meet each other and to feel tied 
together for a common cause . For these things they are pre-
pared to sacrifice freely of their time and money . It is 
natural for the ordinary American , when he sees something that 
is wrong , to feel not only that "there should be a law a g ainst 
it , " but also that an organization should be founded to com-
bat it . 2 
Hore fundamentally , this trait is an indication of 
political frustration . Americans are a politically oinded 
people , and the traditions of democracy are strong . But they 
do not have much of an outlet for their public interests with-
in their political system, as it has come to develop in 
practice . Only to an unsually low degree can the ordinary 
American feel the political party to be a medium for his 
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aspirations in the field of social ideas . In so far as party 
politics is corrupt , it becomes the more understar.dable why 
the American wants to keep his efforts for worthy causes , 
11 outside party politics . 11 The huge amount of organizational 
activity is thus partly a sort of substitute satisfaction 
for the Americans ' lively political interests which they find 
so thwarted in the American practice of government . 3 
No improvement or reform organization has ever de -
veloped a mass for any length of time . If an organization 
should be able to build up a real mass following and keep it 
for any length of time , this would , of course , mean the for -
mation of a new type of political party . If this !!appened 
to a significant number of reform groups at the same time , and 
if they came to join together in broader formation , it would 
effect a change in the political system. 1atural outlets 
would be created for people ' s public interest and mos t o f the 
b etterment organizations would have lost their excuse for ex-
istence . But the actual situation has never been thus . 4 
In this setting the organizations actually have more of 
a "function" for the citizens ' viewpoint than they would have 
in a system of democratic politics with more popular partici-
pation . As there is so little idealism and , indeed , often 
so few issues in ordinary party politics in America and , in-
stead , often so much corruption , the ideals have to be 
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pressed upon government from the outside . "Pressure groups" 
belong to this political system, where ideals and broad in-
terests are so unsatisfacto r ily integrated into the democratic 
process . 5 
This general Amer i can pattern will have to be kept in 
mind when we survey the Negro protest and improvement organi-
zations . We shall find that as usual , the Negro culture 
follows c losely the American pattern with some differences 
in details , explainable in terms of the singular circumstances 
in which the Negro peopl e live . As in other instances , those 
differences are of a type to make the Negro appear as an 
exaggerated American . 
On the one hand , Negr oes must feel more frustrated in 
the American political system than the whites . The majori ty 
of Negroes live in the South and are disfranchised . In the 
North they live in big cities where machine politics is usual . 
Nationally , as well as locally , the political parties give 
only scant attention to the Negroes ' ideals and interests . 
Their extraordinary cast e status gives Negroes tremen-
dous grievances against society around which to rally . The 
Negro ' s case is conspicuously defined by the conflict between 
caste and the American creed . On the other hand , there a r e 
certain factors which decrease intere st in public affairs 
among Negroes . A greater proportion of the Negro people be-
long to the lower c lasses , and those classes among Negroes 
are on the average poorer , less educated , more apathetic than 
in comparable white groups . There is more defeatism in all 
social classes of Negroes , and in the South there is even 
sheer fear of expressing an opinion . For these reasons , we 
might expect that Negroes have plenty of organizations ex-
pressing the ~egro protest . 
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The names Nat Turner and John Brown are perhaps the 
most familiar evidence that Negroes have long harbored strong 
resentment to the inferior status he is accorded in the 
United States . But these and the other less known incidents 
of similar nature do not completely provide the background 
for Negro protest in terms of its earliest beginning nor its 
initial scope . 
Almost as far back as records go there were efforts 
toward self - expression on the part of the ~egro people . If 
the folk- song and spiritual is admitted , these were more than 
efforts . The eloquence of the orator too has long been 
characteristic of Negroes in America . No doubt this expressional 
activity with its feeling of self - expansion would encourage 
the slave to "improve his condition" in earnest . 6 
The leaders of the numerous local slave insurrections 
--Gabriel Prosser , Denmark Vesey , Nat Turner , and many others , 
known and unknown-- represented early types of pure protest 
leaders , 11 Race men" in the modern popular terminolog y . They 
rose against overwhelming odds and succumbed with their 
followers . These race martyrs can be said to have laid the 
foundations for the tradition of Negro protest . 
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Meanwhile , there was a growing number of free Negroes 
in the North . The Revolutionary War resulted in a large 
number of manumissions . A few free Negroes were becoming 
economical l y successful and some managed to get an educetion . 
From this class the impulse was to arise which would provide 
political discussion and the organization of effort . 7 
It is significant that we have the names of leading 
colored men signed to several public petitions . One of the 
best known was James Forten of Philadelphia . He was spoken 
of in 1823 as a sail maker of good education and as pros-
perous in his business . In 1813 he made an appeal to the 
Senate of Pennsylvania against slavery , claimed equality with 
the whites , and spoke of the ' inalienable rights .' 
The Negro fighters in the abolitionist movement in the 
North--William G. Allen , Dr . James ~1 . Smith , Sojourner 
Truth , Harriet Tubman , Frederick Douglass , and many others--
represented a second early group of Negro protest leaders . 
Unlike the slave insurgents , these leaders set the future 
pattern on which Negroes based their protest . The new pattern 
consisted of nonviolent legal activities in accord with the 
democratic principles of the American Creed and the Christian 
religion . 
During the Civil War the Abolitionist leaders had to 
argue and protest for two years before Negroes were given the 
right and chance to do their share of the fighting . When they 
were finally allowed into the Union Army , it was for reasons 
of military necessity . rThe Emancipation Proclamation was 
issued mainly for the same reason and in order to win over 
world opinion for the Northern cause . The war was finally 
won and freedom materialized for the four million slaves . 8 
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During Reconstruction , Frederick Douglass , and others 
of the Negro Abolitionist tradition constituted the center of 
a group of Republican Negro politicians . As they were on the 
winning side , and as not only emancipation for slavery, but 
suffrage and other civil liberties , had been accorded to the 
Negroes by Congress , not protest but power consolidation and 
power exploitation became their main concern . When however , 
restoration of white supremancy violently robbed the Negroes 
of suffrage and civil liberties in the South , the reasons 
for Negro protest again mounted . In the North , however , there 
was no immediate parallel to Southern Restoration and conse-
quently no special incentive to protest . In the South the 
protracted process of legalizing political and social discri -
mination continued its course . There was nothing left for the 
Negro protest but to fight a losing struggle and to go under -
ground . 
·In this great calamity for the Negro cause , Booker T . 
Washington stepped forward and established himself as the 
national leader of a pragmatic and conciliatory school of 
thought , to 'mich a great number of national and local Negro 
leaders , particularly in the south , adhered . Among the Negro 
intellectuals , particularly in the ~orth , Washington met 
severe criticism . It became vocal in 1901 when two Negro 
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intellectuals , Monroe Trotter and George Forbes , began the 
publication of the Boston Guardian . w. E. B. Dubois soon was 
drawn from his scientific pursuits and became the leader of 
this protest group . The group demanded full social and politi -
cal equality for Negroes according to the Constitution , and 
complete cultural assimilation . And he offered his demands , 
not as ultimate goals , but as a matter of practical policy of 
the day . In 1905 twenty- nine Negro intellectuals met at 
Niagara Falls with high hopes of forming a national protest 
organization with branches in the several states to wage a 
battle against all forms of segregation and discrimination , 
and incidentally , against Washington ' s gradualist and con-
ciliatory policy , which they considered sold out Negroes ' rigltts 
for a pittance and even broke their courage at protest . The 
Niagara Movement held two more meetings but never grew to be 
anything more than a feeble junto. It represented the first 
organized attempt to raise the Negro protest against the great 
reaction after reconstruction . Its main importance was that 
it brought to open conflict and wide public debate bvo types of 
Negro strategy , one stressing accomodation and the other raising 
the Negro protest . By 1909- 1910 , the Kiagara t-lovemcnt had 
ceased to be an effective organization. At this tL~e , however , 
the stage was already set for the National Association for · the 
Advancement of Colored People , with which the Niagara Novement 
merged . 9 
The upheaval in Southern agriculture prior to the first 
World War , the mass migration to cities and to the North , and 
the war itself , all acted as stimulants to the rising unrest 
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of the American Negro people . The war , too , made the whites 
place a higher value on democracy as nthe A~erican way of 
life . " As a part of this revival of democratic ideology among 
the whites , there was a certain amount of talk about lack of 
democracy at home which must be eliminated . These developments 
raised vague hopes among Negroes , or at least tended to fix 
their own attentions on their anomalous position in American 
democracy . When the United States entered the Second World 
War there was more reason and more opportunity to protest . 
The democratic ideology stimulated by the war and the heroic 
example of the colored peoples of China , the Phillipine 
islands , and elsewhere , outweighed the emphasis upon "war- time 
unity and harmony," and gave the Negro protest an ear among 
the whites , at least in the North . These same things made the 
Negro want to protest more . 
It cannot be doubted that the spirit of American Negroes 
in all classes is different today from what it was a few 
generations ago . But the protest motive is still rising . 
The Negro betterment organizations have themselves 
helped t his development even when the Negro protest has not 
been their central theme . When the Negroes are brought together 
to discuss and plan for any purpose , this by itself makes them 
feel a new courage to voice , or at least to formulate to the~­
selves , their protest . They cannot avoid reminding each other 
of the actually existing reasons for serious complaints . 10 
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The Negro press , which is reaching ever deeper down 
into the Negro masses , has as one of its chief aims , to give 
a national account of the injustices against Negroes and of 
the accomplishments and aspirations of Kegroes . Its exis-
tence , its popular spread , and its content are a testimony 
of Negro unrest . Its cumulative effect in spurring race con-
sciousness must be tremendous . 11 
Negro churches and lodges often may have served an 
escape purpose by deflecting attention from worldly ills and 
by diverting social dissatisfaction . On a more fundamental 
plane , however , they are vehicles for a teaching which is 
equalitarian . Christianity is a redical creed , even it its 
radical potentialities are kept suppressed . These institu-
tions also move along with their membership . Generally they 
tend to give respectability to a form of life which is 
bound to strengthen the protest . 
The all - Negro church was probably the very first pro-
test orga~ization under slavery , and there are many aspects 
of the 1egro church today which retain this tradition . Hany 
Negro ministers take their text from those sections of the 
Bible which favor equality and fraternity . Secondly , because 
the Negro community is too poor to support community centers 
or assembly halls , the church building is often the only 
place where Negroes can congregate for meetings of any sort , 
including those with protest motives . 12 
Thirdly , a significant minority of Negro ministers take 
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up the Negro problem per se in their sermons , and most of them 
have quite secular attitudes toward the problem . 
A Negro writer evaluates the strengths and weaknesses 
of the Negro church and notes the recent trend toward a 
greater concern with the Negro problem: 
"While the Negro church of today does not approximate 
the vigorous instrument it was in the anti - slavery period , 
individual ministers nonetheless have spoken out clearly and 
have frequently mobilized forces for aggressive action in the 
Negro ' s cause . By writing letters , holding mass meetings , and 
threatening economic boycotts , certain ministers have helped 
to break down economic.discriminations against the race. A 
survey conducted recently by Jerome H. Holland , a Negro pro -
fessor at Lincoln University , to determine the attitude of 
the Negro clergy toward social injustice , showed that only 23 
were opposed to any action being taken by the Negro ministers 
out of a possible 776 answers • . Asked whether they thought 
immediate action was imperative , 597 replied in the affirma-
tive . tt 
For a number of years following the first World War , 
the press rivaled the church as a medium of racial self - ex-
pression , concerned as the church was with purely religious 
functions . Today , the Negro church is attempting to recap-
ture its former place in the secular life of the black man . 
New types of leaders are taking over--men who are trained , 
socially conscious , and forward- looking , with their fingers 
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on the pulse of the Negro . 1 3 
It is difficult to assess the influence of Negro volun-
tary associations-- clubs , fraternal orders , burial societies , 
recreational organizations , and the like--as an outlet for the 
Negro ' s protest . Some beat the drums of the protest con-
stantly and are themselves local improvement associations , al-
though only a small number have this as their primary purpose . 
Others ignore the Negro problem completely . 
The schools throughout the South , and even in most of 
the North where segregation is not legal , are all- :t<;egro 
schools , with Negro principals and teachers as well as pupils . 
Although the school curriculums are subject to fairly strict 
control by white boards of education , and in the South there 
is a certain amount of watching for 11 subversive" -- that is , 
Negro protest--teaching , nevertheless is usually 11 race angled 11 
or taught from the standpoint of the Negro . Horeover , the 
schools teach the ideals of the American Creed-- democracy , 
liberty , equality--and of the American Dream-- success , ambi-
tion , thrift , efficiency-- and these are even more stirring to 
Negroes than to whites because the former are made to realize 
how often they are prevented from achieving these ideals . 
Education furthermore has always meant to the Negro , as well 
as the white man , a way of getting ahead . The Negro ' s situa-
tion is , however , not entirely unique . Even among the youths 
from other poor and disadvantaged groups in the North the 
ideals implanted by the schools do not fit life as they actually 
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experience it . The conflicts are , of course , accentuated in 
the case of the Negro . Often they become cynical in regard 
to the official democratic ideals taught by the school. But 
more fundamentally they will be found to have drunk of them 
deeply . The American Creed and the American virtues mean 
much more to Kegroes than to whites . They are all turned into 
the rising protest . 1 4 
In spite of controls , strongest at the bottom of the 
educational system but strong also in the higher institutions , 
there is no doubt that the long range effect of the rising 
level of educ~tion in the Negro people goes in the direction 
of nourishing and strengthening the Negro protest . 
The Kegro protest is shut in by caste . Most of it is 
doomed to be introverted and self - consuming . 
Negroes are only a tenth of the American nation . 
Therefore they can never cherrish the healthy hope of coming 
into power . A Negro movement can never expect to develop in-
to a democratic majority in politics or in any other sphere 
of American life . And to escape from America is a fantastic 
dream from which Negroes always awake and find that they do 
not even want to happen . There is a sence of hopelessness in 
the Negro cause . Meanwhile the individual Negro has to find 
his path through life as it is . 
Deep down inside the individual Negro ordinarily keeps 
a recess in his mind where he harbors the Negro protest . Its 
overt expression takes on a myriad of patterns. Frustration 
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and defeatism , forced accomodation under concealed protest , 
vicious competition modified by caste solidarity , form the 
main texture into which the patterns of Negro political 
and social thinking are woven . 
In the lower classes , and wherever the caste contral.s 
are severe , it is usually framed iH the Christian ideals of 
human brotherhood and all men ' s fundamental equality before 
God . There· is not only consolation and escape in this re-
ligious teaching , but it also serves as a means of guarding 
the democratic faith in the minds of downtrodden black 
people . It gives a surpreme sanction to ideas from the 
Ameri can creed , ideas which are unreal i stic and fantastic 
in the light of the actual situation . This is the Kegro pro -
test in its most concealed form . 
Another type protest appears in the form of humor . 
Jokes at the expense of white people are made and passed 
around with an intensity of effort that shows they are not 
merely jokes . Some jokes are so bitter as ~lmost to lack humor , 
thus revealing their kinship to hatred . A good many are 
frankly protest in nature . The Negro ' s humor has g rown out 
of the caste situation , not out of fear of it but out of con-
tempt for it: The Negro tries in all sorts of ways to express 
his hatred of the prejudiced white man . Some of the jokes that 
reveal the Negro ' s plight in the South are of the same character 
as the jokes that have come down from the period of slavery . 
Drake and Cayton call this type the "Double- edged joke" -
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- because its humor is based both on the white man t s meaness 
and susceptibilities and on the Negro ' s willingness to cater 
to them . Other.jokes do not reflect hatred of whites as much 
as social distance from them . These jokes refer to situa-
tions which Negroes understand immediately , but which some 
whites have to think over for a moment before they see the 
point . 1 5 
Certain types of behavior on the part of whites are in-
terpreted by Negroes as expressions of prejudice , and they 
have learned to r espond to them spontaneously, almost automa -
tically , in a negative fashion . The behavior regarded as in-
.suiting is manifold- -reflecting the complications of the caste 
system . It includes any sort of manifestation of segregation , 
from separation at dining tables to taking a rear seat in an 
automobile when driving with Negroes . It includes making any 
sort of reference to Negroes as being different in any of the 
stereotyped ways . Sometimes a spontaneous display of protest 
is g iven widespread coverage in the Negro press , so that 
Negroes all over the country participate vicariously in the 
rebuff . Sometimes spontaneous protest occurs even when it is 
obvious that the white offender had not the slightest intention 
of displaying prejudice . In such cases , the Negro attitude is 
that the white man "must be taught , " and while he can be ex-
cused , the incident should n ot be overlooked . 16 
The increasing isolation between Negroes and whites , has 
as noted earlier , increased the mutual ignorance of the two 
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groups . Because of their lack of intimate contact with 
Negroes , whites create and maintain stereotypes about them . 
Most of the stereotypes have no basis in fact , but even those 
that are superficially true are not understood by whites in 
terms of their motivations . The protest motive is present to 
some degree in most of the so called Negro traits . 
The trait which whites perhaps associate most with 
Negroes is a tendency to be aggressive . This tendency is re-
marked about whenever Negroes commit crimes , whenever they 
are insulting and even whenever they try to rise out of their 
11 place . 11 Hyrdal states that it can probably be generalized 
that when noncriminal Negroes are called aggressive , especi-
ally in the South , they are merely trying to get their rights 
as citizens and thus are attempting to rise out of their 
lower caste status . 
Another reason why whites , especially ~orthern whites , 
find Negroes aggressive or unpleasant is because they have 
unwittingly insulted them or because they do not understand the 
Negro ' s suspicion and fear of whites arising out of the un-
certainity of life and property in the South . In the North , 
too , Negores may do unpleasant things out of ignorance or 
appear aggressive because they are glad to be free of Southern 
restrictions . 
Lying and criminality are two other traits in the 
stereotype of the Negro . Like his humor , the Negro ' s lying is 
frequently an accommodation technique to the caste system , 
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Myrdal stated , '' ••• In other cases Negroes may lie to whites in 
resentment against the caste system . He summarizes the rela-
tions of crime among Negroes and the protest motive in similar 
fashion . 1 7 
The Negro ' s reaction to caste is much more 
general than can be expressed by calling it a 
revenge motive . Caste , expecially when it 
opreates to cause legal injustice and insecurity 
of life and property , prevents the Negro identi -
fying himself \<.'ith society and the laN . Be-
cause the white man regards him as apart from 
society , it is natural for a Negro to regard him-
self as apart . He does not participate in making 
the laws in the south , and he has little chance 
to enforce them. 
To the average lo\ver class Kegro , at least 
in the South , the police , the courts , and even 
the law are arbitrary and hostile to Negroes , 
and thus are to be avoided or fought against . 
The everpresent hostility to the law and law-
enforcement agencies on the part of all Southern 
Negroes and many Northern Negroes does not often 
manifest itself in an out- break against them 
because the risks are too great . 
But occasionally this hostility does express 
itself , and then there is crime . The Negro com-
munity tends to be sympathetic toward an indivi-
dual Negro who commits a crime against whites , 
since he is only expressing a hostility which is 
generally felt . Sometimes the hostility toward 
the white community is expressed in crimes against 
Negroes who turn traitor to their group and work 
with whites . 
This is not to indicate that all crime among Negroes is 
an expression of protest , not even that the majority is thus 
attributable , but crime is one other pattern in which protest 
is made . 
There have been consistent approaches to social goals 
sought by American Negroes in order to secure the ends for 
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whi c h they in so many ways continue to protest . Paths along 
which they have traveled have varied , but the objective of im-
proved status and advanced standard of life has been always 
present in the striving . 
\\That the Negro w nts now is not fore i gn to what he has 
always wanted in the United States . Whether expressed or im-
plied , the same end has been envisioned despite the variation 
in method . The 1egro has seen through the years that in spite 
of theoretical liberalism, discrimination has been practiced 
against racial , religious and f ore i gn language- language groups , 
without the exaction of penalities upon the violators of our 
fundamental law and democratic tradition . 
The Negro has seen his countrymen condition his status 
through the operation of a rigid color line in economic , poli-
tical , religious , educational and social practices . The Negro 
has seen the teachings of the physical and social sciences by 
many pseudo- scholars prostituted in order that the American 
people who are called 11 white" may secure some justification 
for their discriminations , separatist policies , exclusive pro-
grams and repressive activities against other funerican people 
who happen by the accident of birth to be darker in color . 
It is upon this backdrop that the Negro protests and 
agitates , But specifically what is it he is protesting against 
and what is it he is seeking? 
The answer to this question is vastly more important 
than it might appear at a casual glance , particularly in light 
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of the growing isolation between the races in the United 
States . And this de c rease in contact , or voluntary withdrawal , 
as an approach by Negroes to adjust to the race situation is , 
according to Myrdal , becoming the generally aprroved pattern in 
the way that extreme reservations , humor , and bowing and acrap-
. . 1 18 1ng were prev1ous y . 
Against all the obstacles of segregation and discrimina-
tion , Negroes are rising through the impact of education , in-
dustrialization , and urbanization , migration, occupational 
chances , the Negro press , and the growth of Negro organizations . 
Tho radio , motion pictures , and television are working 
to open the minds of Southern and Northern Negroes introducing 
new thought~ and i deas , dissatisfaction and unrest . One re -
sult of these changes is the aforementioned increase in isola -
tion . The spiritual effects of segregation are accumulating 
\dth each new generation , continuously estranging the two groups . 
One aspect of this trend toward isolation is the forma -
tion of a Negro middle and upper class . ~ot only has their 
economic contacts with whites been reduced , but , because they 
know they are not liked by whites and are likely to feel humi -
liated in all contacts with them , they avoid whites in all 
other spheres of life . 
This tiny upper group of the Negro community often lives 
in a seclusion from white society which is extraordinary and 
seldom realized by white people . This means that white men in 
all classes usually have few occasions ever to meet a Negro 
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outside the servant class . 19 
20 Moton gives this description of this class of Negroes ; 
••••• There is a type of Negro •••• to whom 
the majority of whites never see and conse-
quently do not know . They own their own 
homes , so the white landlord does not see them; 
they carry insurance with a Negro Insurance 
company , so no white collector comes to their 
door ; their groceryman is a colored man; they 
travel by auto rather than by street car or 
train; as a rule they live in the segregated re -
sidence districts; their physician , lawyer , den-
tist , and often their banker is a Negro . As a 
result of all this , there is a constantly 
diminishing contact between the corresponding 
classes of the two races , which for the whites 
is fast reaching the zero point . 
Parallel to this tendency is the habit of Southerners 
to ostracize those white persons who work with Negroes in the 
field of education or who in other ways devote themselves to 
Negro welfare . More important is the related trend for Negro 
colleges to be manned by an all-Negro staff , which again 
means a growing separation between the two groups or the middle 
and upper class leve1 . 21 
The behavior and attitudes of the small Negro middle 
and upper - class groups are of great importance for the whole 
Negro people , as they set the standards that are spread to the 
rest . Lower- class Negro parents now teach their children to 
keep away from white people . Meanwhile the old bonds of inti-
macy between upper- class white families and their Negro ser-
vants have been breaking down . 
There are fewer servant-employer relationships . In the 
North the Negroes have always been more isolated from whites . 
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With the formation of Black Belts in the metropolitan cities , 
isolation grew . In this particular respect the conditions of 
the Kegro population in the two regions are app roaching each 
othe r . 
It is useful here to put the reverse question: What 
contacts do remain and what is their significance for inter-
racial relations? Actually , as fuse points out , the patterns 
of segregation and withdrawal are so effective that even where 
Negroes are a common sight there is actual contact with them 
in practically only three spheres of life: the casual , the 
. d tl . . 1 22 econom1c , an 1e cr1m1na • 
Casual contacts include passing on the streets , passing 
or remaining briefly in the presence of each other in public 
buildings or publi c vehicles , and so on . Since the casual 
contact is one on which the participants have no occasion to 
regard each other as individuals but only as members of a group , 
the main effect of the casual contact is the strengthening of 
stereotypes . Economic contacts , on the other hands , are impor-
tant enough for the whites and Kegroes to see one another as 
individuals . In the g reat majority of economic contacts , 
whites see Negroes as economic inferiors , as when they are ser-
vants or other types of menial workers . Negroes rarely have 
economi c contacts with whites mainly as superiors and only oc-
casionally as equals . There is , however , one sphere of 
economic relationship which is extremely important- - personal 
and domestic service . The ~egro maid knows the life of her 
white employer as few white persons know it; the Negro janitor 
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or elevator operator knows a great deal of what goes on in 
his building . The white employer , on the other hand , does not 
know the Negro ' s world even though he has Negro servants . 2 3 
White Southerners are still proud of insisting that 
they 11 know the Negro , 11 but the observer easily finds that 
i gnorance about the other group is often astonishingly great . 
Their lack of knowledge is of the Negro himself as an indivi -
dual human being- - of his ambitions and hopes , of his capacities 
and achievements . Because of this ignorance , and because of 
the etiquette , the white Southerner cannot talk to a ~egro as 
man to man and understand him . On their side , Negroes in the 
South instantaneously become reserved and secretive when they 
are in company with whites . 
This growing isolation between Negroes and whites make 
it imper ative that the wants of Negroes be spelled out . In 
both general and specific terms Negro spokesmen tend continualry 
to do just this . A book appearing a few years ago called , 
What The Negro 'ants , brings together some of the more cogent 
and representative statements of Negro wants and holds parti -
cular significance here . 24 The book is a collection of essays , 
written independently by fourteen Negro representatives . What 
these men had to say serves to illustrate two points that need 
to be made . Some of the statements are reproduced in part 
here: 
11 Negroes in the United States want first class citizen-
ship ••• Equality of opportunity, equal pay for equal work , equal 
protection of the laws , equality of suffrage , equal recognition 
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of the dignity of the human being, abolition of public segre-
gation . 11 2 5 
11 Negroes want to be accepted by our American society 
as citizens who in reality belong , who have ~he respect of 
their fellow man and equality of opportunity for life , liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness, Negroes want what good men want 
in every democratic society . 1126 
"He wants the bars down so that men may find their 
level , ••.• He wants equality of opportunity to work at any job 
for which h e is fitted , and to earn the pay and promotions 
that go with that job . The Negro wants to be able to g o to 
parks , playgrounds , beaches , pool , theatres , restaurants , 
hotels , taverns , tourist camps , and other places of public amuse-
ment and accommodation without proscription and insult ••••• He 
wants all the municipal services--water , gas , light , sewage , 
garbage collection, sidewalks and paving- -on the same basis 
they are furnished to other citizens . rr27 
"The Negro wants to be free . He wants freedom from every 
form of discrimination on account of race or color . He wants 
complete economic political and social equality--in short , full 
democratic rights . 1128 
"He wants only what all other Americans want . He wants 
opportunity to make real what the Declaration of Independence 
and the Constitution and Bill of R.ights say; what the Four 
Freedoms establish . While he knows these ideals are open to no 
man completely he wants only his equal chance to attain them . n29 
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11 The American Negro wants to become a fully participat -
ing citizen in every sense of the word . He wants this partici-
pation not only or merelv for the sake of himself but also be-
cause he believes in democracy as a way of life for this nation 
and because his concept is essential to the complete realiza-
tion of our national destiny . n30 
"Negroes want to be counted in . They want to belong . 
They want what other men have wanted deeply enough to fight and 
suffer for it . They want democracy . Wanting it so much , they 
disregard more and more the warnings: ' This is not the time ,' 
The time is not ripe ,' 1 Take your time .' n3l 
1•rnen the book from which these excerpts were taken was 
being planned , it was stipulated that equal representation be 
given to left- wing , moderate , and right - wing points of view . 
The editor selected the contributors , four of whom might be 
called conservatives , five liberals , and five radicals . \ve 
think that the statements here reproduced make clear the point 
intended; the unanimity with respect to what the 1;egro wants , 
what his protest is all about . 
Conservatives , liberals and radicals alike want 1egroes 
eventually to enjoy the same rights , opportunities and privi-
leges that a~e vouch- safed to all other Americans and to ful -
fill all the obligations that are required of all other 
Americans . 
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CHAPTER III 
EIGHT YEARS FROH FIFTY FOUR 
Integration in Perspective 
Progress has become essential to intelligent life , and 
societies in these times strive to move ever forward . But 
progress frequently proves problematical . How is society to 
find a method for changing its own institutions and still 
preserve the security of those institutions? That is the 
problem of society , is it not? How can you present order and 
structure in society and yet bring about the changes that need 
to take place and are taking place? If you bring about changes , 
you seemingly destroy the given order, and yet society does and 
must change . That is the problem: How to incorporate the 
methods of change into the order of society itself . 1 
Control over the community life in the past has been 
control of situations . The control , as such , has been almost 
inevitably conservative . It has preserved orders which have 
established themselves as social habits that we call "in-
stitutions . 11 A conscious social control has taken on this 
form- -the law must be obeyed; the constitution must be honored; 
the various institutions such as the family , school , and courts , 
must be recognized and obeyed . This is an order which is to 
be preserved . 
Whenever the community is disturbed , we always find a 
return to this fixed order . This seems natural and in a cer-
tain sense , entirely justifiable . The need for order in a 
society is definite and , if what is taking place shakes that 
order , there is no evidence that a new order will be found to 
replace the present . The old order then must be kept as a 
basis of conduct . How then to have progress and at the same 
h . t f th d . . t 2 ave secur1 y or e or er 1n soc1e y . 
This question seems no where more g ermain than as it 
applies to the Negro Press . Negro newspapers are first of 
all race papers . They are first and foremost interested in 
the advancement of the race . A large percentage of the 
editorials are concerned with justice to the race , 1.v:i th equal 
privileges , with facts of race progress , and especially with 
complaint against conditions as they are . 3 
The importance of the Negro press , for the formation 
of Negro opinion , for the functioning of all other Negro in-
stitutions , for Negro leadership and concerted action gener-
ally , is enormous . The Negro press is an educational agency 
and power agency . Together with the church and the school - -
and in the field of interracial and civic opinions , more than 
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those two institutions--it determines the special direction of 
the process through which the Negroes are becoming accultu-
rated . 4 
However , at the same time as it is advancing the ac-
ceptance of Negroes into the mainstream of American life , the 
Negro press as an institution , is rendering ever more insecure 
its own existence . This paradox arises because the Negro 
press seeks to destroy the very thing that is initially and 
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traditionally responsible for its being--that being discri -
mination against Negroes . 5 Any look at the Negro Press 
future must then seemingly include some assessment of advances 
being made in solving the race problem in this country . 
Leadership of the Negro protest abruptly changed hands 
in the early nineteen sixties . The familiar vanguards- - the 
NAACP, the Urban League-- took a back seat to what collectively 
might be called a Youth Movement . 
Colored and white collegians , armed with the student ' s 
passion for social justice and the characteristic impatience 
of youth , have denounced segregation and developed a unique 
new arsenal with which to fight it . 
Their approach has been inclusively dubbed 11 direct 
action . 11 The term embraces several techniques- -sit- ins , 
aimed at lunch- counter bars; kneel - ins , at churches; wade - ins , 
at public beaches; stand- ins at movie theaters , freedom rides--
at transportation vehicles and terminal facilities; selective 
buying campaings--at job discrimination , and voter registration 
drives . 
Students , demonstrating , picketing- -have demanded quick 
results in areas where the NAACP has been willing to wait on 
the sometimes all - too- deliberate machinery of the courts and 
where the Ur ban League has been satisfied to seek long term ob-
jectives . They have brought into clear and dramatic focus 
conflicts too long couched in conciliatory race council re -
commendations or in token compliance with the law and 
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constitution . 
The emphasis of 11 direct actionn is on the here and now, 
or integration in these times . Perhaps it was the appeal of 
this element and immediacy which made it possible for the 
"young folk" to wrest the spotlight from the established 'pros r 
of the freedom ranks . 
The student movement has not been so much a replacement 
of the NAACP and like agents as it has been an abrupt and 
ballooning expansion of the overall Negro protest . Youths and 
adults have effected a coalition and are thus launching attacks 
on discrimination more forcefully and effectively than e i ther 
could do alone . 
A pattern of cooperation between student groups and the 
more experienced NAACP developed rapidly , so that , even now 
the NAACP , still in its traditional role , is conducting the 
legal defense of the hundreds of students arrested in demons-
trations , picketing and Freedom Rides throughout the country . 
Thus where the racially oppressed once depended ex-
clusively upon the NAACP to seek redress in his behalf and to 
bring the moral injustice of discrimination to public attention , 
there is now at the national level several new protest organi -
zations . At the state and local level there are almost as 
many protest groups as there are college towns or towns with 
college trained residents . 
To name a few of national prominence , there is CORE--
The Congress of Racial Equality , based in New York and sponsor 
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of the Freedom Rides to Alabama , Louisiana , and Mississippi; 
SCLC- -The Southern Christian Leadership Conference , based in 
Atlanta , headed by Dr . Hartin Luther King Jr ., presently 
seeking voter rights; SNCC- The Student Non- Violent Coordinat-
ing Committee , Atlanta- based , presently concentrating on 
public accomodations including theaters and hospitals . 
The NAACP and similar stalwarts have gained a welcome 
assist on the rights front from at least three other areas . 
First , a new surge of leadership at the federal government 
level has provided new impetus to tumbling segregation vmlls , 
especially in the area of voting and equal employment opport -
unity . 
Secondly , the significant swelling in the ranks and in 
the activities of the ultra- militant race organizations , such 
as the Black Muslims , has tended to make the NAACP and Urban 
League seem staunchly conservative to the pro- segregationists 
and thus more acceptable . 
A third influence is the recent proliferation of good 
will groups or human relation and brotherhood organizations 
working actively in the race relations arena and openly es-
pousing the anti- discrimination view . These more often than 
not are interracial and interdenominational and frequently 
international . 
Briefly then , these are the elements-- the student 
movement , federal government leadership , the ultra- militant 
org anizations , and the proliferation of goodwill g roups-- which 
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have produced the progress in integration which we intend to 
report and evaluate in terms of the Kegro Press ' future . 
The influence of world opinion and the question of race 
in the international sphere , . which perhaps did much to prod 
the Federal Government into its present action , will be given 
full treatment in a later chapter . 
'~\lid -century 1950 was heralded with the traditional hue 
and cry and with not a f.ew special medical and scientific 
spectaculars . In race relations , the big step into the cen-
tury 1s last half came four years and four months later . 
The Supreme Court decision of :Hay 17 , 1954 was both a 
culmination 'and a preface- -an emphatic testimonial to past 
attempts to settle the race problem in this country, and a 
blatant signal to turn the page for the next episode . 
In times past , significant break- throughs in man ' s pro-
gress were separated by centuries . Today , at least one a year 
is the expected thing . Similarly , the 1954 decision , though 
long in coming , has had several major racial developments to 
follow on its heels . 
Whether the decision owes its major importance to past 
or to future race developments is only a small segment of the 
controversy which surrounds it . But this dual relations makes 
it the logical and paramount point of departure for any dis -
cussion of the Negro protest in these times . 
It was this ruling "hich produced the South ' s current 
rebellion , and this rebellion which largely spawned the 
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several contemporary protest patterns and which is providing 
it continuing impetus , The philosophy of passive resistance , 
the selective buying campaigns, the sit- ins , vote drives , and 
freedom rides--the whole arsenal of techniques that came with 
the so- called youth protest movement , was provoked by the 
South ' s resistance to the 1954 decision·more than anything 
else . 
Admittedly , the racial peace preceding the decision was 
at best precarious , but so long as the Negro maintained his 
subservient attitude and accepted the 11 place 11 assigned to him , 
there was a ~eace of sorts. But it was an uneasy peace , a 
negative peace . True peace is not merely the absence of some 
negative force--tension , confusion, or war; it is the presence 
of some positive force-- justice , goodwill and brotherhood . 
And so the peace which existed between the races was a negative 
peace stretched menacingly thin and waiting to explode at the 
slightest pin prick . 6 
Then too the old factors were still at work but at a 
significantly accelerated pace . Circumstances made it necess -
ary for the Negro to travel more . His rural plantation back-
ground was gradually being supplanted by migration to urban 
and industrial communities . His economic life was gradually 
rising to decisive proportions . His cultural life was 
gradually rising through the steady decline of crippling i lli-
teracy. All of these factors conjoined to cause the Negro to 
take a new look at himself . The Negro masses began to 
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reevaluate themselves . 7 
With this new self - respect and new sense of dignity on 
the part of the Negro , the South ' s negative peace wa~ rapidly 
being undermined anyway when the Court spoke . Thus when the 
South said "Never , " the new Negro said , "Now , "--two words 
which characterize most astutely , the ~egro ' s protest in these 
times . 
The legal aspects of the case were several years in the 
making . Upon reaching the Supreme Court level , it was a com-
posite of cases that had made their way up through the 
several echelons of four southern state ' s courts . The cases 
c ame from Kansas , South Carolina , Virginia and Delaware . 
These cases could be combined because they represented 
or involved fundamentall y the same questions and issues . The 
substantive question to all was whether a state can , consis-
tent with the constitution, ex-clude children solcy on the 
grounds that they are Negroes from public schools which other-
wise they would qualify to attend . 
School authorities urged that exclusion of 1egroes from 
designated public schools was perrnissable lvhen the excluded 
children are afforded admittance to other schools especially 
reserved for Negroes , if such s chools are equal . The Court 
disagreed with the school auth orities and declared the right 
of Negro children to a non-seg r egated education in the public 
s c hools : 
Segregation of white and colored children 
in public schools has a detrimental effect upon 
the colored children . The impact is greater 
when it has the sanction of the law ; for the 
policy of separating the races is usually in-
terpreted as denoting the inferiority of the 
Negro group . 
A sense of inferiority affects the motiva -
tion of a child to learn . Segregation with 
the sanction of law , therefore , has a tendency 
to (retard) the education and ment~l develop-
ment of Negro children and to deprive them of 
some of the benefits they would receive in a 
racially integrated school system . 9 
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The 1954 decision left to individual school systems no 
choice in regard to the inevitability of desegregation; it did 
leave to the schools considerahle freedom to make their own 
choice of how this ruling should be implemented . It is in this 
realm of choice that the South marshalled its provoking re -
sistance . 
In retrospect that reaction and subsequent resistance 
presents a recognizable pattern , but it did not immediately do 
so . The brief outline sketched here represents in an overall 
form a battleline which was fashioned piece- meal as the arena 
of crisis shifted from school system ·to school system in the 
seventeen states involved . 
The regions in~ediate reaction was one of stunned 
silence broken occasionally by retalliatory retorts which 
ranged from the vile and vindictive to the resigned and ridicu-
lous . But only one governor , Herman Talmadge of Georgia , 
voiced open defiance of the Court and indicated that he would 
press for the transfer of his state ' s public schools to private 
hands in an effort to evade the ruling . The idea was picked 
up l ater by other states . 9 
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In the first couple of years after the decision , there 
was a rapid , relatively extensive spread of voluntary de -
segregation in the border states , with some of it extending 
also to Arkansas and Texas . Within four months of the deci-
sian desegregation had begun in public schools in four major 
cities--Washing t on , Baltimore , St . Louis , and Wilmington , 
Delaware . 
In Kansas , n i ne of twelve cities authorized to have 
segregation by loc al option , had by early 1955 begun to inte-
grate . In 110 Missouri school districts , Negro children had 
been admitted to previously all.- white schools . In West Vir -
ginia by the end of 1954 , twenty- five of the state ' s forty-
four counties started or completed integration; 30 , 000 white 
and Negro students were attending schools together for the 
first time in ninety- one years . Jim Crow schools in Arizona 
were virtually wiped out as a result of the Supreme Court 
D . . 10 ec1s1on . 
Since the initial surge ended , desegregation has been 
a campaign fought by laws and lawyers , over the careers of a 
few amazingly staunch Negro children . The deep south states 
and counties furnished some pieces to the pattern of resis-
tance which were hardly so positive or pleasant as that in 
border states . 
After the volley of verbal retorts came the last- ditch 
anti- inte gration demonstrations and their resulting violence . 
These tactics provided the delay white leaders needed for a 
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cooler , more calculated consideration of the path to be taken . 
It was this phase of the resistance which made Little 
Rock , Arkansas , and Clinton , Tennessee, household words in the 
United States and number one subjects of query from Calcutta 
to the Cameroons and which continues to provide grist for the 
Communist propaganda mills . 
The scene of 1 , 000 jeering , booing whites outside Cen-
tral High School Arkansas in 1954 ended in President Eisen-
howers federalization of the State J:..ational Guard and sub-
sequently with integration being accomplished at the school . 
But the scene was to be repeated with minor variation at Clin-
ton , Tennessee a year later , and in New Orleans and Oxford , 
Mississippi as much as seven years later . But significantly 
the peaceful integration which will be reported shortly was 
taking place simultaneously though overshadowed by the few in-
stances of violence and bloodshed . 
Meanwhile , behind the ballyhoo of irate mothers , duck -
tailed teenagers , and out - and - out rabble - rouser , the true 
leaders of the Southern resistance were coaly hatching new and 
long range techniques of evasion and delay . They spawned the 
carefully plotted "massive- resistance!! gimmick , the uprivate 
school" proposals , "the generation of litigation" approach , and 
"tokenism . 11 
South Carolina , Georgia , and hississippi added to their 
constitutions amendments to enable the future abolition of 
their public school systems; in all the states there were crash 
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programs to equalize the all - Negro and all-white schools . 
Louisiana declared segregation in schools to be an exercise 
of its police pov1er , hoping by the device to avert court 
action affecting segregation . Consideration was doubtlessly 
given to the gerrymander-- the drawing of school districts 
along irregular lines in order to perpetuate segregation . 
The technique is used the North . 
Throughout the South, White Citizens Councils developed 
to engage in economic intimidation of Negroes who openly sup-
ported Southern school integration . Their slogan is 11 No job , 
no credit , no loan 11 --for Negroes unwilling to submit to segre-
gation . 
In four Alabama counties-- councils have formed with the 
admitted purpose of applying economic pressures to "trouble 
makers" who would upset "the southern way of life . " In 
Dallas County , a call brought in six hundred members at three 
dollars a person . 
Other such groups have organized in Florida and Georgia . 
But the strongest councils are in ~ississippi , where White 
Councils were quickly set up in twenty- nine of the state ' s 
eighty- two counties . 
These were the most formidable of the roadblocks erected 
by the pro- segregationists . But in spite of them integration 
proceeds with a certain inevitablen~ss which seemingly perils 
the protest - spawned race newspapers . 
When the U. s . Supreme Court ruled in 1954 , the 17 
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Southern and Border States , plus the District of Columbia , 
maintained complete segregation in eleme1rtary and secondary 
schools , except in some communities having only a few Negro 
children to educate from time to time . Four states outside 
the region--Ar i zonia , Kansas , New Mexico , IVyoming-- allowed 
. varieties of local segregation contrary to law . Sixteen 
states had laws prohibiting segregation but not all enforced 
them . Eleven other Northern and Western states had no laws 
th b . t 12 on e su Jec • 
Presently for the 1961- 62 school year , schools in the 
Southern and border states have 7 . 6 per cent of their Negro 
enrollment in classes with whites , eight years after the U. 
S . Supreme Court ' s ruling . 
A special survey conducted by the 18 Southern School 
News correspondents found that the school year will end with 
246 , 988 Negroes attending schools \vith whites , an increase of 
13 , 479 since schools opened in November . Schools opened in 
the fall with 233 , 509 Negroes in biracial schools; this was 
7 . 3 per cent of the Negro enrollment then . 
The 17- state region , plus the District of Columbia , has 
a publi c, school enrollment of 13 , 616 , 508 of which 23 . 8 per 
cent is Negro . White enrollment totals , 10 , 376 , 069; Negro en-
rollment , 3 , 240 , 439 . 
The new survey found that 28 . 6 of the region ' s ~egro 
students are in desegr egated d i stricts , but only 26 . 9 of these 
918 , 117 Negroes actually attend desegregated schooJs . The 
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white enrollment in desegregated districts is 3 , 583 , 827 , not 
including Missouri , where racial information is unavailable . 
The District of Columbia and the border states of 
Delaware , Kentucky , Maryland , Missouri , Oklahoma and West Vir-
ginia remain the areas with the greater portion of school 
desgregation , having 97 . 3% (240 , 263) of the region ' s desegre -
I 
gated Negro students . However , these states and the District 
of Columbia have only 14 . 1 per cent of the region ' s Negro en-
rollment , or 457 , 402 . 
The remaining 2 . 7 per cent (6 , 725) of the Negroes at -
tending biracial classes are in eight states with 60 . 3 per 
cent (1 , 955 , 132) of the regions total Negro enrollment . These 
states are Arkansas , Florida , Georgia , Louisiana , North Caro-
lina , Tennessee , Texas and Virginia . 
Three states-- Alabama , Mississippi and South Carolina--
have completely segregated public schools . The 827 , 905 
Negro pupils in their schools are 25 . 6 per cent of the regions 
total Negro enrollment . 
Three border states have experienced an increase in the 
number of Negroes in desegregated schools during the current 
school year . A new survey by the Kentucky Department of Educa -
tion found 1 , 422 more Negroes in schools ~ith whites , bring ing 
the total to 22 , 058 . Maryland had the greatest growth in the 
number of Negroes attending biracial schools , an increase of 
12 , 141 making the total 59 , 729 . Delaware now has 8 , 540 
Negroes in desegregated schools , an increase of 94 since last 
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fall . 
Of the Southern states with some desegregated schools , 
three experience decreases in the number of Negroes in biracial 
schools , and three states showed increases . 
In both Little Pock and Atlanta one Negro assigned to 
a desegregated school returned to an all-~egro school This 
gave Arkansas 151 1egroes in schools with whites; and Georgia , 
eight , all in Atlanta . ...:..evised estimates in Texas dropped 
the number of Negroes in biracial schools from about 4, 300 to 
about 4 , 000 . 
In Florida the number of :t-,egroes in already desegregated 
schools raised the total by 25 to 1 , 167 . The Virginia total in 
;-.ray was 536 , up three from :November 1961 . 
The region has more desegregated districts now then it 
did last fall , and fewer of these are desegregated only in 
policy . The November survey reported 897 desegregated districts , 
104 of them having desegregation policies but no Negroes in 
classes with whites . The region now has 912 desegregated dis -
tricts , 99 of them by policy only . 
Consolidations in Kentucky , Texas and Hississippi caused 
the number of school districts in the Southern and border 
states to decline from 6 , 373 in November to 6 , 368 now . About 
half of the districts are uniracial--either all - white or all -
Negro . The region has 3, 047 districts \vi th both Negro and white 
students , whether the districts has school desegregation or 
not . 
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The border states (Kentucky and Missouri) and three 
Southern states counted for the increase in desegregated dis-
tricts . Kentucky had seven more ; Tennessee , four; Missouri , 
two; and Texas and Virginia , one each . 
For the first time , Kentucky now has more than half of 
its Negro students in desegregated schools . School officials 
reported that 51 . 3 per cent, or 22 , 058 of the :1-.egro students 
were attending schools with \.,rhites . Tltc District of Columbia , 
Delaware and 'kst Virginia already had placed over half of 
their Kegro enrollment in biracial schools . 
Ten school districts were scheduled to desegregate d in 
September 1962--four by cou~t order and six through voluntary 
plans . Federal court orders called for initial desegregation 
this fall in Chatanooga , and Obion County , Tenn ,; Escambia 
County {Pensacola) , Fla ; and Fort 'dvrth , Texas . 
The statistics on college desegregation shows the region 
has 285 tax- supported institutions of higher learning; 152 are 
knolm to be desegregated in practice or principle . Other 
colleges are believed willing to accept members of both races , 
but the racial status is unknown because their enrollment are 
not kept by race or the schools have not announced a policy . 
Of the 234 public colleges , with all - white or predomi-
nantly white enrollments , 137 will accept Negroes . Fifteen 
of the 51 all -~egro or predominantly Negro public colleges will 
accept. whites. The number of white ant{ Negro students involved 
in college- level desegregation is unknown since most border 
states no longer report enrollment by race . 
~ 
, . 
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SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
with 
NEGROES 
TOTAL & 'VVHITES 
19~4~55 •o••••••o NA NA < 
1955- 56 .••••.••• NA 4, 791 : 
Oct ., 1956 •.•• 9, 840 3, 711 
June , 1957 oooc 91 691 3, 684 
-Feb ., 1958 •••• 8, 832 3' 008/ ~ 
Hay . 1959 •••• 7, 874 2, 881 
Hay . 1960 •ooe 7, 016 2, 850 
Nov ., 1960 •••• 6, 664 2, 839 
May . 1961 •••• 6, 663 2, 813 
Nov ., 1961 •••• 6, 373 2, 804 
*Missouri Not Included 
DESEG ., 
154 
54o 
650 
684 
763 
734 
749 
777 
783 
897 
. CHART 1 
DESEGREGATION : 
STATISTICAL DEVELOPMENTS FROM 1954 
.r:' 
ENROLL~1ENT 
\•II UTE l'!EGR.O 
l 
8, 581 , 686 2, 650 , 649 
8, 817 , 206 2, 722 , 895 
9, 059 , 581 2, 785,461 
9, 117, 975 2, 799 , 278 
9, 430 , 965 2, 924 , 976 
9, 658 , 361 2, 999 , 157 
9, 894 , 192 3, 020 , 727 
10 , 165 , 246 3, 09.7 ,534 
10, 173 , 399 3, 088 , 261 
10 , 266 , 673 3, 210 , 724 
**Proportion of Negroe s i n Schools with Whi tes To Total Negro Enrollmemt . 
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.IN DESEGREGATED NEGROES IN SCHOOLS 
DISTRICTS with WHITES 
'WHITE NEGRO No . %-~--~-
NA NA NA 
NA 256 , 020 NA 
1, 779 , 529 319 , 184 NA 
1, 847 , 846* 325 , 274 NA 
1, 952 , 761* 377 , 286 NA 
2, 261 , 513~-l- 447 , 022 NA 
2' 551 , 021~~ 520 , 413 181, 020 6 0 0 
3, 013 , 019-:l- 681 , 763 195 , 625 6. 3 
3, 106 , 130 7~ 706 , 163 213 , 532 6 e~ 9 
3p 759 , 894 7~ 927 , 146 233, 509 7. 3 
l 
I 
TOTAL 
Alabama oooooooooaooo 114 
Arkansas •••••••••••• o 418 
Dela~are •. ~ .•• ~ •••••••• 92 
Dist . of Columbia .... 1 
Florida ••••••••••••oo 67 
Georgia .••••••••••••• 198 
Kentucky ••••••••••••• 209 
Louisiana •••••••••••• 67 
Z.Iaryland ••••••••••• o o 24 
:Mississippi •••••••••• 150 
:Missouri ••..••••••• 1 , 692 
North Carolina ..... 173 
Oklahoma .••.••••••• 1 , 232 
South Carolina ..... 108 
Tennessee• •••••••oo 154 
Texas •••••• • ••••• .," 1 , 483 
Virginia• ••••••••oo 131 
Wesb Virginia ••••• ., 55 
Totals .•.•••••••.•• 6,368 
SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
W/NEGROES 
& \V:IUTES 
114 
228 
92 
1 
67 
196 
169 
67 
23 
150 
214·~-
173 
240 
108 
143 
890 
129 
43 
3, 047 
.. 
.,~Estimated; **1960 .... 61; +Missouri Not Included 
:¥:~Proportion of Negroes in Schools With Whites 
To Total Negro Enrollment. 
CHART 11 
SEGREGATION - DESEGREGATION STATUS ' 
DESEGo 
0 
10 
92 
1 
5 
1 
141 
1 
23 
0 
203~*" 
11 
195 
0 
17 
149 
20 
43 
912 
ENROLLHENT 
\VIfiTE 
523 , 303-l.'--:l-
32 0 ' 2 04~-{'..-
70 , 249 
23 , 462 
927 , 331 
641 , 710 
6oo , ooo 
450 , 000* 
481 , 276 
293 , 600~-
760 , 950* 
787 , 405 
508 , 750~-
363 , 768?.'-
663 , 065~~ 
1 , 892 , 044-r,-
657 ,162 
411 , 790* 
10 , 376 , 069 
NEGRO 
276 , 029*"''" 
108 ' 841 *•)} 
15 , 917 
103 , 806 
242 , 097 
303 , 005 
43 , 000* 
295 , 000* 
143 , 879 
286 , 800* 
84 , 550* 
332 , 962 
41 , 250* 
265 , 076~ 
155 , 500* 
300 , 867* 
216 , 860 
25 , 000* 
3, 240 , 439 
c 
IN DESEGREGATED 
DISTRICTS 
WHITE 
0 
54 , 737 
70 , 249 
23 , 462 
348 , 209 
59 ,319 
432 , 996 
38 , 217 
476 , 473 
0 
130 , 439 
295 , 525?:-
0 
225 , 096 
805 , ooo-~-
261 , 582 
. 362 ' 577"'< 
3 , 583 , 827+ 
NEGRO 
0 
13,237 
15 , 917 
103 , 806 
61 , 883 
48 , 963 
34 , ooo~~ 
56 , 095 
143 , 879 
0 
7 5 ~ OOO-* 
60 , 044 
33 , 817~-
0 
74 , 524 
9 5' 700?:-
76 , 252 
25 , 000~<-
918,117 
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NEGROES 
IN SCHOOL 
WITH WHITES 
No . 
0 
151 
8 , 540 
88 , 881 
648 
8 
22 ' 058 
12 
59 ' 729 
0 
35 , ooo-)} 
203 
10 , 555 
0 
1 , 167 
4 ' 000?~ 
536 
15 ' 500?~ 
246 , 988 
%if 
0 
. 139 
53 .7 
85 ., 6 
. 268 
a003 
51 o3 
o004 
41 . 5 
0 
41 .. 4 
. 061 
25 . 6 
0 
. 750 
1 . 33 
.. 247 
62 . 0 
7 .. 6 
Sout1~rn Education Reporting Service , May , 1962 
Whereas school desegregation was the focal point for 
desegregation in previous years , 1960 noted a shift to 
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broader desegregation in the total public life of the country . 
Hany cities still struggled with plans to desegregate schools , 
others sought devious ways to postpone definitive action , and 
some had not come face to face with the practicalities of the 
broad court decision . Nevertheless , further school desegrega -
tion continued and the negotiations were generally more har-
monius than previously , although there was no indication tl~t 
much more than token desegregation was immediately effected 
in most situations . 
In February of 1961 , four ~egro college students sat at 
a lunch counter in Greensboro , ~orth Carolina and asked for 
service . This solitary instance of spontaneous rebellion be-
came a movement of massive proportions stirring the conscience 
of the South and the nation . 
In its original , and still most characteristic aspect , 
the movement represents an effort to induce those private 
businesses that solicit Negro trade to extend all their service 
and courtesies to ~egroes . The demand dramatized by the 11 sit-
ins 11 are an issue among citizens , a protest of community prac-
tices requiring a re - examination of community social patterns . 
The movement acquired a second aspect , however , in 
those locations where the number of arrests and the tactics 
of the state and local law enforcement authorities showed an 
obvious intent to place the power of the state against the 
/ 
right of the Negroes to express dissent . Where this has 
happened , the issue has become a struggle between 1\egro 
citizens and state power . 
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The movement took on a t!1ird aspect in late March when 
the NAACP decided to undertake a systematic program of legal 
defense of the demonstrators . This meant not only a claim be -
fore the courts that civil liberties have been infringed , but 
also sought a re - definition of the le5al duties and rights of 
property owners in the conduct of their business . 
The "sit- ins" mark a new trend in the Negro attack on 
segregation , adding to legal suits the use of economic pres-
sure and direct action . The "sit- ins 11 are , nevertheless , 
subject to legal interference , with Negroes potentially in the 
role of defendants . There is the question regarding the right 
of a proprietor of such an establishment to order unwanted 
guests from the premises . 
The Negro students and their white friends have conducted 
themselves creditably . They have chosen a goal wldch no one 
can legitimately grudge , have pursued it by means which were 
selected after mature pondering and have , in qlmost all 
places , shunned the use of force even when provoked . Negro 
adult leadership has widely and firmly supported the movement . 
The chart which follows shows the spontaneity and 
s peed in which the sit- ins spread in the first two months . l3 
CHART 111 
A CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF THE CITIES m \'H ICH 
DEMONSTRATIONS OCCURRED 
FEBRUARY 1 - :MARCH 31 , 19b0* 
Sit-ins At 
Private Bus & 
Establish- Train Public 
First ments? Stations? Buildings? 
Date City 
Feb. 1 Greensboro , NC Yes No 
Feb. 8 Durham, NC Yes No 
Feb. 8 Winston-Salem, 
NC Yes No 
Feb. 9 Charlotte , NC Yes No 
Feb . 9 Fayetteville , 
NC Yes No 
Feb. 10 Raleigh , NC Yes No 
Feb . 11 Elizabeth City, 
NC Yes No 
Feb. 11 High Point , NC Yes No 
Feb. 11 Hampton, Va Yes No 
Feb. 12 Concord, NC Yes No 
*This list is co.m.piled principally from press reports. 
~ugh the record on these and the following pages 
i s .Jn accurate as we can make it, some events were 
undoubtedly unreported or not included in our files . 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Other 
Forms of 
Protest 
Picketing 
March 
Picketing 
Picketing 
Picketing 
Prayer 
Meeting on 
state Capi-
tol steps 
Picketing 
March 
Religious 
service on 
courthouse 
lawn March 
bb 
Remarks 
There have been 
occasional attemJ 
to re-open lunch 
counters. Stools 
removed at one 
store and countei 
desegregated. 
Ma;tor's committee 
recommended bO-
da;t trial integra 
tion 3Z31i no im-
mediate res;Eonse 
from variety stor 
b7 
Sit-ins At 
Private Bus & 
Establish- Train Public Other 
_.cst ments? Stations? Buildings? Forms of 
Date Cit Protest Remarks 
Feb. 12 Norfolk, Va. Yes No No 
Feb. 12 Portsmouth , Va. Yes No No March, White and Negro 
Attempted Mobs disperesed 
boycott by police 2/lb-1~ 
picketing 
Feb. 12 Rock Hill, S.c. Yes No No Picketing 
Feb. 12 Deland, Fla. Yes No No 
Feb. 13 Nashville, Tenn. Yes Yes No Picketing Student leader 
expelled from. 
Vanderbilt Div. 
School . Negroes 
served at Grez-
Hound Station 
3/16. 
Feb. 13 Tallahassee , Fla Yes No No March Police broke up 
March 3/12 with 
tear gas, 
Feb. lb Salisbury, N.C . Yes No No Three drug sto re1 
gave desegregate• 
service 3LZ--
AEEarentlz the 
first genuine 
victorz of the 
movement. Feb. 18 Shelby, N. C. Yes Yes No Picketing Negro Picket 
attacked 
Feb. 18 Suffolk, Va. Yes No No Stools removed 
at one store & 
counter desegre-
gatedi business 
declined an 
estimated Z5~· 
Feb. 19 Chattanooga, 
Tenn. Yes No No ' Riots 2/23- 25 
Feb. 20 Richmond, va. Yes No No Picketing 
Feb. 20 Baltimore, Md. Yes No No Picketing Picketing directe 
at theatre. 
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Sit-ins At 
Private Bus & 
Establish- Train Public Other 
First ments? Stations? Buildings? Forms of 
nate City Protest Remarks 
Feb. 22 Newport, News 
Va . Yes No No Picketing 
March 
Feb. 25 Montgomery, 
Ala. No No Yes March, Violent attacks < 
1;:ass Negroes 2/28. 
Rally on Riot 3/6. Leader: 
campus of Demonstration 
were expelled 
from Alabama 
State on order OJ 
State Board of 
Education. Tour· 
ing Northern '/lhi i 
students and in-
structor jailed 
for eating with 
Negroes in a caft 
Feb. 25 Orangeburg, s.c. Yes No No 11arch Police used fire 
hose and tear ga: 
to disperse Negr1 
marchers 3/12. 
Feb. 25 Henderson, N.C. Yes No No Negro student 
assaulted white 1 
Feb . 25 I Charleston, s.c . No No No March 
Feb. 27 1 Lexington, Ky . Yes No No 
Feb. 27 I Tuskegee, Ala. No No No March, I One march of I attempted I Tuskegee student1 I boycott was in Montgomer; 
Feb. 27 Petersbury, I Va.. No No Yes Negotia- Sit- in took plac1 
I 
ting teams in public libra:r; 
visited ' 
I 
stores I 
asking for 
desegrega-
ted service 
I and rest I rooms . 
- ( Sit-ins At I 
Private Bus & 
Establish- Train Public Other 
First ments? Stations? Buildings? Forms of 
Date City Protest Remarks 
Feb. 2~ Chapel Hill, NC Yes Yes I No 
Feb. 29 I Denmark, s .c. Yes No No 
Feb. 29 Tampa, Fla. Yes Yes No 
Mar. 1 Monroe, N. c . Yes No No 
Mar. 2 ! st . Petersbury, 
Fla. Yes No No 
Mar. 2 Sarasota, Fla. Yes No No 
Mar. 2 Daytona Beach 
Fla. Yes No No Attempted 
boycott 
Mar. Columbia, s .c Yes Yes No March Negroes attacked 
several cars at 1 
white drive-in 
restaurant 3/5 
Mar. 3 Atlanta, GA. Yes Yes Yes Newspaper jSit-in included 
theatrical per-
lrormance at 
1Municipal Audi-torium 
Mar. 4 Sumter, s .c. Yes No No Rally on 
I courthouse steps 
Mar. 4 1 Florence , s .c. Yes No No 
Mar. 4 Orlando, Fla. Yes No No 
I 
Mar. 4 Miami, Fla. Yes No No ' Participants 
were adult 
!ministers 
l"St 
nate City 
Mar. 5 Houston , Tex. 
Mar. 5 Xania, Ohio 
Mar. 7 Sanford, Fla. 
Mar. 7 Bluefield, 
w. va. 
I 
Mar. 7 I Knoxville , 
I Tenn. 
Mar. 8 New Orleans, 
La. 
Mar. 10 Little Rock 
I Ark. 
ML 10 Huntsville, 
Ala . 
Private 
Establish-
menta? 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
No 
I Yes 
No 
Sit-ins At 
Bus & 
Train Public 
Stations? Buildings? 
No Yes 
No No 
No No 
I 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
Other 
Forms of 
Protest 
Picketing 
I 
I 
I 
; Students 
1 met with 
city 
, manager 
and pe-
tit ioned 
· unsucess-
fully for 
use of 
civic 
center 
Picketing 
' On campus 
parade 
March 
Remarks 
Nesroes served i : 
Citz Hall cafe-
teria 3L25i less 
announced return 
to segregation 
3L2b. A Negro 
brutall:f: torture, 
by White youths 
317· 
Restaurant dese-
gregated after 
3-daz closi:QB. 
Theatre included 
in Demonstration 
I 
State Atty . Gen. 
smeared Presiden 
of students' 
college 
(Philander Smith: 
as suspect of 
' left-wing 
subversion. 
l. 
-- ) Sit-ins At 
Private Bus&. 
Establish- Train Public 
First ment s? Stations? Buildings? 
Date City 
' 
Mar. 11 Austin , Tex . No No No 
Mar. 11 Galveston , 
Tex. Yes No No 
Mar. 12 Jackspnville, 
Fla. Yes No No 
Mar. 13 San Antonio, 
Tex . No No No 
Mar. 15 St . Augustine, 
Fla. Yes No No 
Mar. 16 Savannah , Ga. Yes No No 
' 
Mar. 17 New Bern, N. c . Yes No No 
Mar. 18 Memphis, Tenn. Yes I No Yes 
Mar. 19 Wilmington , 
N. c . Yes No No 
M 19 Arlington , va. Yes No No 
I Other Forms of 
Protest 
I 
I March, 
Picketing 
leaflets 
Ultimatum 
Conference 
Picketing 
I attempted 
boycott 
I 
Meeting 
· with 
City 
Commis-
sion 
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I 
l 
Remarks 
I 
Demonstrations 
were directed 
against the 
segregationists 
housing , athlet 
drama policies 
the University 
1 Texas 
Six variet;i sto 
and a Cit;i-wide 
it 
b: 
o: 
drug chain beg an 
desgregated 
service 3Llb. 
I 
1 Fights suppredd 
I 
by police 3/17. 
White and Negro 
mobs dispersed 
by police 3/17. 
Most important 
sit-in has been 
for library ser 
vice . Art 
Gallery also a 
target . 
Sit-in led to 
fight· between I store owner and 
Negroes 
First 
Date City 
I 
lfar. 19 Lenoir, N. C. 
I 
Mar. 21 Statesville , 
N. C. 
Mar. 25 Pine Bluff , 
Ark. 
Mar. 26 
' 
Lynchburg , Va. 
Mar. 26 Charleston, 
w. va. 
:Mar. 26 Marshall , Tex 
Mar. 28 1 Baton Rouge, 
La. 
Mar . 31 Birmingham, 
Ala. 
Private 
Establish-
ments? 
No 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
l 
Yes 
Yes 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Yes l 
Yes 
Sit-ins At 
Bus & 
Train Public 
Stations? Buildings? 
No Yes 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
Yes No 
I 
Yes No 
No No 
Ot her 
Forms of 
Protest 
I 1Attempted 
boycott 
I I Mass 
gathering 
on court-
house sq. 
March 
72 
I Remarks 
Negroes entered 
Li braE;£ and were 
not disturbed in I USi!£i the facili 
ties . 
I 
I Police used fire 
hose to disperse 
crowd 3/30. 
Bishop College 
fired an instruc 
tor after govern 
charged demonstr 
tiona Communist 
inspired. 
Leaders of demon 
stration expellee 
by Southern Uni -
versity ; other 
students are sta~ 
ing out of classE 
in protest 
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The movement has in the nearly two years , embraced 
parks , swimming pools , theaters , restaurants , churches , 
interstate transportation , voter registration , libraries , 
museums , art galleries , laundromats , employment , beaches , 
and courtrooms . 
The economic boycott , a natural by- product of reluc-
tance to buy where not served , soon emerged as a powerful--
and successful--means of achieving equal facilities and equal 
treatment . 
More often than not , students began their protest with -
out the knowledge of the established Negro leadership . They 
soon sought , and usually received , tbe cooperation of this 
leadership. In some places there were and are differences 
of opinion regarding pace and method , reflecting both dis -
agreement and divergence of interest . 
Organizations such as the Congress of Racial Equality , 
the NAACP Youth Councils , the Southern Christian Leadership 
Conference (and its affiliates) have aided the students in 
numerous places . In a few locations , initiative has also 
come from these groups . The Student ll<onviolent Coordinating 
Committee , founded in April 1960 , has linked together through-
out the South and provided also a channel for student support 
throughout the nation . 1 4 
The greatest achievement took place where there was 
the greatest , and most enduring , unity among all elements of 
Negro community: professional men and women , students , working 
people , clergy , and businessmen . Some white southern students 
participated from the outset . 
At first spontaneous , the sit - in movement has gra-
dually become directed through the students ' own organiza -
tions and adult direct action groups . 
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In many cities and states , the sit- in movement elicited 
favorable responses from segments of the white population 
which had hitherto been silent . 
Non- violence and direct action remain the philoso-
phies upon which the sit- in movement is based . Among many 
students there is , understandably , an undercurrent of desire 
to defend themselves against physical attack, but , neverthe-
less , the willingness to suffer and endure provocation is 
J.~revalent . 
The student movement touched a chord in American 
colleges , and support for southern students came from vir -
tually every corner of the United States . It is probable 
that not since the late thirties and early forties , when 
campuses were swept by concern for the New Deal and world 
peace , has any issue or idea so aroused American students . 
The Rev . Martin Luther King , Jr . is correct when he 
points out that Negroes are the pacesetters of this college 
generation . 
It would be almost impossible to enumerate the many 
thousands outside the south who joined sympathy protest , 
rallies , and picket lines . However , the broad appeal of the 
sit - in movement can at least be partially illustrated by the 
following: 1 5 
1 . There are on record favorable statements from 
over 40 religious groups , representing every 
major faith . 
2 . Support came from numerous labor organiza-
tions--locals, national unions , and district 
councils . 
3 . Students in at least 70 colleges outside the 
South actively campaigned in behalf of the 
southern students , either by financial col-
lections or by sympathy rallies , picketing; 
and mass demonstrations . 
4 . Many organizations concerned with civil rights 
gave endorsement . 
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The Federal government added its weight to the civil 
rights struggle in 1957 passing its first Civil Rights Act 
since 1875 . Since then the impetus has continued reaching 
a new high in effort and effectiveness in the Kennedy ad-
ministration . 
In 1960 Congress passed the second civil act since 
1875 , strengthening the measure available to the Federal 
Government for dealing with such matters as discriminatory 
denials in the right to vote , obstruction of Federal court 
orders , and bombing or other desecration of schools and 
churches . 16 
Through the courts the Federal Government acted 
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energetically to secure the constitutional rights of its 
citizens against invasion by the States : it brought--suits 
to protect the right of Negroes to vote without discrimina-
tion or coercion on account of race in 15 counties in Ala -
bama , Louisiana , Georgia , Mississippi , and Tennessee . In 
New Orleans it intervened in. a school desegregation suit to 
protect its courts and its citizens against state defiance 
of the law of the land . 1 7 
In Montgomery , Ala ., it sued to protect the right of 
Americans to travel freely among the States; again in New 
Orleans and in Montgomery , it sued to end segregation in 
airport facilities built in part with Federal funds; in 
Jackson , Miss ., it intervened in a suit to restrain arrests 
of persons seeking unsegregated service in bus terminals; in 
Biloxie , :t>1iss ., it brought suit to assure that a public beach 
constructed with funds from the National Government would be 
available to all the public without racial discrimination . l8 
President Kennedy has brought to the defence of civil 
rights the new instrument of executive action . The vigor of 
its use has made the Administration a primary center for 
initiative . 
The numerou s exe cutive decisions taken these last 14 
months represent a development of importance comparable to 
that of the 19 54 decision . Although there are basic limita -
tions to the scope of executive action , its range is , never -
theless , great . These include not only the occasions for 
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small measures , but also the authority to commit the country 
to far - reaching policies . 
Exective action is immediate . Between the decision 
and its applications there is not , therefore , time for dis -
putation and the mobilization of resistance . Executive 
actions are more impers onal than those of legislatures or 
courts . The decision comes forth from the recesses of the 
bureaucracy , without public debate attending the delivery . l9 
Executive action have , moreover , another kind of imme-
diacy . People came in touch with the executive far oftener 
than with Congress or the courts . They recognize it as a vast , 
impersonal organism which has "its own way of doing things , " 
and they accept it . New practices which affect civil rights 
are , like new income tax forms , something to be adjusted to . 2 0 
1961 was a year of establishing a national mood and 
direction . In part , the Administration ' s activity coincided 
with and helped express this national consensus . It has built 
momentum for civil rights into the structure and the policies 
of the government , and if it has not acted with more deter -
mination than public opinion requires, it has acted with more 
originality . 
The President has set up a sub-Cabinet group , at the 
assistant secre tary level , to draw together thinking within 
the Administration and to coordinate pol i cies . There is a 
special assistant on the White House Staff , assigned to civil 
rights matters , who presides over the group ' s monthly meetings . 
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New policies are being incorporated into the structure and 
procedures of many agencies , and each of them has been re-
quired to commit itself to civil rights goals . This promises 
a greater permanence for the reforms and new policies than 
would be the case if they were the concern to top- side com-
mittees only . 21 
As early as 1960 the government acted to prevent a 
private group in St . Bernard Parish , Louisiana from setting 
up a school for children whose parents were boycotting two 
desegregated schools , and in 1961 the Government helped , as 
a friend of the court , to fight off the numerous measures 
passed by the Louisiana legislature to stifle desegregation . 
But the Government entered four other cases in Louisi-
ana the following Harch , 1961 , it was the first occasion when 
the government had done so prior to a crisis , and for the pur -
pose of asking for desegregation rather for the purpose of 
defending the integrity of the federal courts . It later sought 
to enter the Prince Edward County case--where schools have 
been closed for some five years in Virginia . It was being 
thwarted as late as May 12 , 1962. It was ruled in September , 
1962 in u. s . Fourth District Court that schools in the county 
must be reopened or else all public schools ir. Virginia must 
be closed . 22 
The ~ew Administration has given considerable emphasis 
to another method--tl.e use of persuasion--holding numerous 
conversations with southern congressional , state , and local 
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leaders . These conversations have been private , but widely 
reported . They may hav e been of considerable v alue in New 
Orleans and Memphis . 
President Kennedy said in March , 1961 , that a recom-
mendation of the U. s . Commission on Civil Rights to withhold 
federal aid from segregated public colleges and uni versities 
was "under consideration . 11 In April , 1962 , a bill was drafted 
by the House Education Committee designed to accomplish this 
end . 
Under the Civil Rights Act of 1957 and 1960 , the 
Department of Justice has brought 25 cases involving 21 South-
ern localities . Nine of these were filed by the previous ad-
ministration and three brought to completion by it . The re -
maining 16 were filed between January 26 and february 21 , 1962 . 
The Civil Rights Commission continued the governments repre -
sentation in the six incomplete cases and brought to all to 
. 23 JUdgment . 
The Justice Department has made voting records demands 
in 39 southern countries; 22 of these have been made during 
the present administration . Refusals in eight counties have 
led to court action to enforce the demands . 
At the 1962 session of Congress , the Administration 
supported a civil rights bill; the Hansfield- Dirkesen bill 
to accept a sixth grade education as adequate proof of lite-
racy in any federal election . The bill was defeated after a 
prolonged filabuster in the Senate . Suits filed by the Govern-
ment led to desegregation of the airports in :Hontgomery in 
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1962 , the luxury airport at the Kew Orleans airport , 1962 . 
The Government achieved desegregation of the Columbus , (Ga . ) 
and Raleigh- Durham airport by negotiation . 2 4 
In October , 1961 , the Justice Department persuaded 
the Illinois Central , the Southern , and the Louisville and 
Nashville railroads to disallow segregation in all their 
terminals . By January 1962 , written commitments to this s~1e 
end had been obtained from all rail lines serving the South . 
Of less , but still substa~tial , importance are the number of 
other things done to tidy up governmental operations:25 
- -President Kennedy 1 s correction of the Civil ',far 
Centennial Commission . 
--The Department of Interior 1 s order making non- dis -
crimination in recreational use'a condition of pur-
chase of forest reserves offered to state and local 
governments . 
--The ordering of a Yellowstone Park consessionnaire 
to hire qualified Negroes . 
--A Defense Department directive forbidding the use of 
military authorities in support of segregation "or 
other forms of racial discrimination . " 
--The requiring of civil defense training carried on 
under the Defense Department auspicies to be non-
segregated . 
--The instruction of Peach Corps trainees in the ex-
tent and cause of discrimination . 
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In April 1961 , the White House and Cabinet members 
should not speak at functions where there were racial bars . 
The President himself initiated steps to bring 1egroes into 
the Coast Guard Academy , and into the ·'ilhite House police and 
White House detail of the Secret Service . The President has 
also been personally involved , along with a number of other 
high officials , in expressing disapproval of membership 
policies of Washington ' s Cosmos and Metropolitan Clubs . 2 6 
Unusually energetic help has been given to African d iplo-
mats , who suffer sore difficulties and embarrassments in 
housing and food services . The Special Protocol Service of 
the Department of State has worked assiduously to persuade 
restauranteurs along Route 40 in ~~ryland , and landlords in 
Washington , to drop their color bars . The tone and practice 
.of this administration has in no way been more marked than by 
the appointment of Negroes to high office and to positions of 
intermediate distinction . These include: 27 
Judge , u.s . Court of Appeals , 
Second Circuit 
Administrator , Housing and 
Home Finance Agency 
Ambassador of Norway 
Ambassa dor to Niger 
Judge , U. s . District Court , 
Illinois 
Judge , U. S . District Court , 
Michigan 
Assistant Secretary of Labor 
U. S . Attorney , 1orthern Dis -
trict of California 
L . s . Attor ney , Northern Dis -
trict of Ohio 
Deputy Assistant Secretary of 
State for Public Affairs 
Associate Vfuite House Press 
Secretary 
Commissioner , District of 
Columbia. 
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Deputy Assistant Sec retary , 
Department of Health , 
Education and Welfare 
Commissioner , U. S . Commission 
of Civil Rights 
Assistant Executive Director , 
Presidents Commi ttee on Equal 
Employment Opportunities 
Deputy Assistant Postmaster 
General for Transportation 
Senior Adviser to the Director , 
Office of International Finance , 
Department" of the Treasury 
Collector of Customs , Virgin 
Islands 
Atty . General of the Trust 
Territory of the Pacific 
Islands 
*To the list above might be added the name of Lieut . 
Commander s . L. Gravely Jr . , who in Feb ., 1962 , became the 
first Negro to command a combat ship; U. s . Attorneys ap-
pointed in Norfolk , Va ., and Greensboro , ~; . c . in November , 
1962 , and the histori c ' Stoke Of The Pen ,' banning housing 
bias in federally financed houuing . 
The President ' s Commi ttee on Equal Employment Oppor-
tunity was created by Executive Order 10925 , effective Apri l , 
1961 . The order was the first and is still the most con-
siderable of the Administrations new policies . It is the 
purest example of 11 executive action . " Under its terms the 
committee was given the twin responsibilities of federal and 
federal contractor employment . 
The Vice- President is Chairman of the Committee , thus 
giving it great stature . The Secretary of Labor is Vice-
Chairman , and an Assistant Secretary of Labor is Executive 
Vic e - Chair man , There are about 14 publi c members , appointed 
by the President , of whom two are Negroes , and about 10 
Cabinet level government representatives . 
The actions recounted in the foregoing have been 
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expressive of a newness of spirit which is the great accom-
plishment of the present administration and of 'ivashington 
generally . This deep change of attitude and motivation created 
in Washington has initiated the very momentum which ultimately 
may mark the complete eradication of racial injustices in this 
country and ultimately the primary raison etre for the Negro 
press . 
In mid March , 1961 , the Congress of Racial Equality, 
from its New York headquarters , announced it would recruit a 
small , bi- racial group to ride Greyhound and Trailways buses 
from Washington to New Orleans , with the purpose of challeng-
ing any segregation of interstate travellers encountered . On 
May 4, the Freedom Ride began , with 13 participants; six white , 
seven Negro , ranging in age from 18 to 61 . Through Virginia , 
North and South Carolina , and Georgia there were few obstacles . 
On Hay 14 , came the events of Anniston and Birmingham . 
Mobs gathered , passengers were intimidated , a bus was burned 
and people were savagely beaten while police were either in-
active , not present , or strangely late in arrival . 
The mobs and official hostility broke the back of the 
first Freedom Ride . The participants flew on to New Orleans 
and there disbanded . But this was not the end . Angered and 
inspired by the example of these first Riders , a second group 
was organized in Nashville , and took a bus for Montgomery , 
via Birmingham . They were jailed on arrival in the latter city . 
Released on May 19 , they managed the next day to travel on to 
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Montgomery . That city received them with riots which caused 
the intervention of Federal marshals and finally a declara-
tion by the Governor of martial law . 28 
On May 24 , with fantastic precuations , the National 
Guardsmen of Alabama and the state police of Mississippi 
escorted them to Jackson , where they were quietly arrested . 
Other Riders continued to come into Montgomery and Jackson . 
On May 29 , the Attorney- General requested the Inter-
state Commerce Commission to issue regulations at once re-
quiring the full desegregation of terminals of buses engaged 
in interstate traffic . 
The Freedom Ride occurred against the background of 
the student protest movement which from Feb . 1960 , to May 
1961 , had led to the desegregation of lunch counters and other 
f a c ilities in well over 100 southern cities and towns, and 
outside of the deep south . The Rides were an extension of the 
sit- ins and sustained by the same enthusiasm and many of the 
same persons . 29 
Following the May violence and the Justice Department ' s 
May 29 request to the ICC , hearings were held on August 15 , at 
which time the Justice Department presented the results of a 
Federal Bureau of Investigation survey which showed widespread 
use of segregation signs in southern terminals . The regula-
tion was issued September 22 , effective ~ovember 1 . 
The regulation applies to the carriers . It prohibits 
them from segregating passengers on any bus operated inter-
state , and prohibits them in their interstate operations , from 
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maintaining or using any terminal any portion of which is 
segregated . Compliance has been general , though not perfect . 
The Department of Justice has moved against localities which 
have prevented bus terminals from obeying . Eight suits have 
been filed since November , 1961 , against the following cities: 
Alexandria , Baton Rouge , Monroe , and Rustin (La . ) : Greenwood , 
Jacks on , and McComb (Miss . ): and Birmingham (Ala . ) . All were 
de c ided in the government ' s favor . 3° 
A New York Times report of January 29 , 1962 , Noted 
only a score or so remaining instances of non- compliance . 31 
But this forced compliance did not come before some 
300 Freedom Riders were arrested and convicted on trespass 
laws alone . Others were jailed on ' disturbing the peace,' 
' inciting to riot r ' contributing to the delinquency of a 
minor , 1 and ' criminal anarchy .r 32 
Twenty cases recently involved in court action in 
Mississippi , South Carolina and the District of Columbia , in-
volved a total of 585 Freedom Riders . The arrests were made 
in Florence , s . C., 34; Orangeburg, s . c ., 349; Columbia s . c ., 
187 , and Jackson , 15 . It seems likely that these and all other 
cases will ultimately be tru~en to the u.s . Supreme Court or 
at least a test case . 33 
Many of the jailed Riders elected to remain in jail 
rather than to appeal and reported having underg one extensive 
maltreatment at the hands of prison officials and police 
authorities . Walter Lippmann writing in his column Nay 25 , 
1961 said: 
What has been a movement of gradual re -
form is showing unmistakable signs of turning 
into a movement of physical confrontation •••• 
~ are witnessing a non-viole1~ rebellion, 
••• non- violent in that the agitators are un-
armed and passive . This rebellion marks a 
lesseing of hope and faith in the process of 
the courts , of elections , of Congress , and of 
education ••••• 
It would be vain for anyone to expect that 
there can be a quick and easy end to the kind 
of courage and determination which has been 
shown in the bus rides and in the lunch counters , 
sit- ins . No one should expect this kind of 
thing to disappear ••••• 11 34 
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The Southern Regional Council (SRC) , concluding its 
1961 report on the Freedom Rides wrote in a tone of prohecy , 
"There are those who regard the Freedom Riders as 11 extre-
mists . " It would be more intelligent to realize that they 
are pointing out to the South what must be done , and done 
quickly , if we are to forestall the emergence into power of 
real , genuine extremists . 
11 The White South rejected the sane , responsible NAACP, 
deprived i tself of its useful counsel , ond instead forced the 
NAACP to fight for its life . The KAACF remains strong and 
those who have combatted it most viciously are the losers for 
it . And now they have to adjust also to new types of organi-
zations , less ready to be patient . The Freedom Ride this 
year (1961) -- if white southerners have any good sense , it will 
not have to be a truly "extremist" group next year- and there 
are such lurking in the wings . " 35 
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SRC ' s probable reference was to Elijah Muhammad , the 
Messenger of Allah , head of a stern , demanding , disciplined 
black- supremacist religious sect called the Muslims ., 
Speaking in 1959 to some 5 , 500 followers packed into 
Manhattan ' s St . Nicholas Arena , Muhammad said , as reported 
in Time Magazine , 11 Every white man knows his time is up ••••• 
I am here to teach you how to be free . Yes free from the 
white man ' s yoke . We want unity of all darker peoples on 
earth . Then we will be ma~ters of the United States , and we 
are going to treat the white man the way he should be treated . n 
He denounced "white devils ," 11 satisfied black man , " white for 
whiten justice . 36 
Muhammad claims he has 250 , 000 followers in 20 U. s . 
c ities . Capitalizing on the frustrations of urban Negroes , 
the Huslims reach deep among the least- educated , lowest - paid 
Negroes jammed into big- city slums from Harlem to Los Angeles . 
Muhammad ' s virulent anti - Americanism, anti-white , anti -
semitism, plus his elite corps of dark- suited , head shaven , 
young nhonor guards , " has lifted him well beyond the run- of - the-
street crackpot nationalists groups . They are a rising con-
cern to other race leaders , to the NAACP , to police departments 
in half dozen cities , and to the FBI. 
Elijah Muhamman was born Elijah Poole , son of a Baptist 
minister , in Sanderville , Ga ., on Oct . 7, 1897 , later moved 
with his family to Detroit . One momentous day , he tells the 
faithful , he met one Pard I-Iuhamman , who revealed himself to 
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be "Allah on eart h 11 to pick the "messenger for the his black-
supremacy doctrice . 11 Hessenger Elijah dropped his "slave-
master name" of Poole , took up the spiritual surname Huhanunad 
(lacking religious surnames , his ministers just use 11 X11 . ) He 
founded Temple No . I in 1931 . 37 
Elijah sternly demands that his followers give up to-
bacco , dope , and alcohol , and bathe often , pray toward Mecca 
five times a day, even if it means falling upon their knees 
in the streets . Muslim women should dress modestly , use no 
lipstick , never allow themselves to be alone in a room with 
any man except their husbands . Attacking all forms of de -
pendence upon whites , Elijah set up a ~~uslim restaurant , 
cleaning business , barbershop, butcher shop , grocery store 
and department store on Chicago ' s ~outhside , a cafe in Harlem, 
a cafe and farm near Atlanta . 38 
He founded "Universities Islam 11 in Chicago and Detroit 
(the latter accredited by the local scl1ool board through the 
ninth grade) to teach his dogma to children and teen- agers . 
Sample from his official temple creed: 11 There is no good in 
white men . All are the children of the devi l. 11 
Muhammad also trained muscle . Each congregation has 
its "Fruit of Islam11 force of young men , who take judo train-
ing in their terr.ples , are commanded by Muhammad ' s son- in- law , 
"Supreme Captain" Raymond Sharrief . The F . O.I . protects its 
Chief as if he were in constant danger of ussassination . 
Thus far the Muslims have been strictly law abinding--a 
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fact that worries some law authorities more than minor out -
breaks of violence . Time reported one Los Angeles officer 
as saying , 11 It 1 s getting worse everyday and I only wish I 
knew what it ' s going to take to light the . fuse . 11 The 
Muslims themselves talk of 1970 as their D- Day , predicting 
tha t before that time the big white nations will have eli-
minated each other with atomic warfare and Black Africa will 
stand unchallenged . 
Says Chicago Urban League Director , Edwin C. Barry: 
11 A guy like this Muslim leader makes a lot more sense than 
I do to the man in the street who's getting his teeth kicked 
out . I have a sinking feeling that Elihah Muhammad is very 
. 'f' t 1139 s1gn1 1can • 
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CHAPTER IV 
RAC£ D• 'rHE GLOBAL CON"FLICT 
The struggle of the Negro to achieve equality in 
American society can no longer be separated froM the 
struggle of colored colonial peoples to attain freedom and 
independence . :t\egroes , because of their increasing educa -
tion and knowlede;e of world affairs , have identified tlteir 
struggle for equality with the struggle of the colored races 
for independence . A mere glance at the Negro Newspapers will 
reveal the extent to which sympathy and understanding be-
tween American Negroes and Africans and Asiati cs have grown 
during recent years . Even during World :Jar II there was 
some sympathy for the Japanese on the part of tmerican 
Negroes becaus e Japan was a colored nation fighting a white 
nation which had dra\m a color line even in its armed f orc.:;s . 1 
Such rebellious sentiments might be regarded only as 
the expression of the resentment of an impotent and repressed 
minority if the objective conditions in the world today were 
different . But the struggle of the Indians , Indonesians and 
Indo-C~inese , ~lgerians and Congolese for Independence were 
questions of international politics and thus the prestige and 
position of the Lnited States in the arena of international 
politics are influenced by its treatment of the };egro . 
The colored colonial peoples of t.te world , who have been 
compared to the slum dwellers of our great cities , are demand-
ing the right to enjoy the resources of the lands \'lhich they 
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inhabit which involves the right to civilized standards of 
1 . . 2 1v1ng . 
European imperialism , which at the time ,>Torld ~\1ar II 
had become identified with the supremacy of tl.e white race 
was challenged then in Asia and now in Africa . Despi te the 
Qilitary defeat of Japan, it cannot be denied that white 
imperialism in Asi a has been destroyed . The British Empire 
has been forced to grant self - government to India ; Holland , 
to Indonesi a , and France , to Indo- China . ~kst Africa is a 
vertiable Geiser of nationalism. 
As the result of the enlisting of West Africans in the 
British military forces Qnd their employment as industrial 
workers , the African Negroes have gained a new conception of 
themselves as well as of the whites who often worked and fought 
beside or against them . The shortage of manpower in the 
colonies was responsible for the employment of Africans in re -
sponsible positions in government and in commerce . Conse-
quently , the development of a nationalistic movement in :vest 
Afric a is not the result of Communistic agitation as the pro -
paganda newspapers would lead one to believe . 3 
The influence of Russia in the struggle of the color e d 
colonial people for freedom and independence is more important 
than it is represented to be in the progaganda c ontained in 
the newspapers of the united States . Russia has provided for 
the world a solution of the problem of racial and cultural 
minorities dwelli ng wi thin a single political community . 
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Despite the criticisms of Russia , even the·encmies of Russia 
are for c ed to admit that racial prejudice has been minimized 
and racial discrimination is not supported by pub l ic policy . 
The absence of racial prejudice and discrimination in Russia 
has its influence on the American Negro . 
Moreover , in the arena of international politics , as 
for example , in the United Nations Organization , Russia has 
become the champion of the rights of the colored colonial 
pe o ples . Even if the United Nations Organization should c ease 
to function , the United States--however powerful militarily--
to exercise the moral and political influence which is re-
quired for leadership , is faced with the problem of convinc-
ing the colored colonial peoples of tho world that its es-
pousal of democr~cy and human equality includes the colored 
peoples of the world . The most convincing proof of its sin-
oerety in championing democ ratic rights for all the peoples 
of the earth would be the granting of equality and demo -
c ratic rights to its Negro citizens . 4 
The integration of the Negro into American society will 
be determined largely by the reorganization of Ameri c an life 
in relation to a new world organization . The so- called "Negro 
Problem" is no longer a southern problem or even an exclu-
sively domesti c problem . Even when the United States was a 
relatively isolated nation during the Civil War , the question 
of Negro emancipation played a role in its international re -
lations . Duri ng World War I when the country was engaged in 
a struggle 11 to make the world safe for democracy" the question 
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of the status of the Negro could only be evaded because of 
the backward condition of the Negro and the existing inter-
national situation . But , during the interval between World 
War I and World \var II , the condition of the :t>.egro changed 
and the international situation which involved the relation 
of the colored colonial peoples to t::uropean imperialism 
under - went important changes . Japan which was the only 
colored nation to escape colonial status was able, because of 
the conflicting imperialistic interests of American and 
European nations , to become a competing imperialistic power . 
The crisis provided by World War II provided Japan with what 
was regarded as an opportunity to extend its imperial power 
over Asia . Because of the superiority of its industrial and 
technological resources , the United States was able to de-
feat Japan . But this d ef e a t did not come until after Japan 
had destroyed both the prestige and political domination of 
the white Europeans in the Orient . Then with the setting up 
of the United Nations Organization , the influence of Russia 
with its policy of racial equality and opposition to coloni-
alism provided the colored colonial peoples with a new hope 
and determination . 5 
The integration of the Negro into American society 
must be viewed in relation to the reorganization of American 
life which has been necessitated by the new world into which 
the United States must fit if it is to survive . Despite the 
present inferior status of the Negro , there have been changes 
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which represent gains in that the Negro has been regarded 
increasingly as other people and has been integrated to 
some extent into American life . It is not likely that these 
gains wi 11 be lost . Even if there should be an economic 
crisis , which generally increases racial antaganism , the re -
lation of the United States to the rest of the world , would 
prevent a general reaction against the Negro as a national 
policy . The American nation is committed to certain prin-
ciples , the most important of which is human freedom and 
human equality , and in its bid for the support of the colored 
majority in the world , the treatment of the Negro can become 
its greatest asset. 
America is tremendously dependent upon the support and 
good will of other countries . Its position of leadership 
brings this to a climax . None has so little license , none 
needs all his virt ue so much as the leader . And America , for 
its own security, cannot retreat from leadership . There is , 
of course , another possible solution besides good- will , and 
that is power . In some quarters in America the observer finds 
exaggerated notions about the power which America ' s financial 
strength will allow her . Americans have not commonly taken 
to heart what was conclusively proved by experience in the 
period between the two World Wars , namely that after the loans 
are given, the power belongs to the debtor not the creditor . 6 
Hilitary power , however , can be substituted for good-
will . But America does not have the will or stamina for real 
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imperialism. The farmer , the laborer , the merchant , the 
intellectual , in one word , the common man who ultimately 
makes political decisions is against suppression abroad . In 
the international field the Southerner is not unlike his 
Northern compatriot . All American adventures in imperialism 
give abundant proof of half - heartedness and show again the 
power over the Americans of the American Creed . A.merican 
militarism will not be an adequate substitute for e;ood - will . 
The treatment of the Negro is America ' s greatest and 
most conspicuous scandal . It is tremendously publicized , and 
democratic America will continue to publicize it itself . For 
the colored peoples all over · the world , whose rising influence 
is axiomatic , this scandal is salt in their wounds . In all 
white nations which , because of the accident of ethenic homo -
geneity for other causes , have not been inculcated with race 
prejudice--the color of the victim does not provide an excuse 
for white solidarity . That this is so in Russia is often 
advertised . It holds true also in many other white nations . 7 
Historically, neither official nor unofficial Russia 
knew any racial prejudice . It would , therefore , be an un-
justified over- simplification of Russian history to describe 
the Russians as "oppressor 1 and the non-Russians as the 
' oppressed r in the conquered and colonied territories of the 
Russian Empire o There was , of course , a Russian uprer class 
in the new Eastern territories , i . e ., the Volga region , the 
Urals and Siberia , but there was no Russian master race since 
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serfs of the Russian squires were not only ' natives ' but 
Russians as well . Some nationalities such as the Tartars 
also had an upper class whose prestige did not rank below 
that of the Russian squires . Russian and native oppressed 
classes joined hands in common action against economic op-
pression . Russian and Tarter nobility on the other hand 
established close social relations with each other which 
were not marred by any racial antipathies . 8 
Absence of racial pride and prejudice is thus for 
Russia not a revolutionary principle , but is both the natural 
prerequsite of the growth of the Russian Empire and the 
natural outcome of c enturies of racial intermixture . A con-
servative Russian nobleman would have been as proud of being 
a descendant , of Gehghis Khan as of the most highly- born 
slavonic ancestry . The Soviet regime may have formulated 
this principle legally and polit i c ally , but .i{ussian anti-
racialism is no Bolshevik creation , it is a component part 
of Russian history . 9 
Of c ourse Russia is not the sole region in which the 
mere factor of color has not developed into a strict code of 
separation . Brazil , Alaska and Hawaii are similar such areas . 
But the present paralled course of America ' s and the 
world ' s history should not be recorded only in terms of com-
pelling forces . The bright side is that the conquering of 
color c aste in America is America ' s own innermost desire . 
This nation early laid do\Jn as the moral basis for its 
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existence the principles of equality and liberty . However , 
many Americans have dodged this conviction , they have re -
fused to adjust their laws to their own license . Today , 
more than ever , they refuse to discuss systematizing their 
caste order for mutual advantage , apparently because they 
most seriously mean that caste is wrong and should not be 
given recognition . They stand warm- heartedly against op-
pression in all the world . When they are relutantly forced 
into war , they are compelled to justify their participation 
to their own conscienc e by insisting that they are fighting 
against aggression and for liberty and equality . 1 0 
America feels itself to be humanity in minature . 
1ihen in this crucial time the international leadership passes 
to America , the great reason for hope is that this country 
has a national experience of uniting racial and cultural 
diversities and a national theory , if not a consistent prac-
tice , of freedom and equality for all . What America is 
constantly reaching for is democracy at home and abroad . The 
main trend in its history is the gradual realization of the 
American Creed . 
In this sence the Negro problem is not only America ' s 
greatest failure but also America ' s incomparably great op-
portunity for the future . If America should follow its own 
deepest convictions , its well - being at home would be increased 
directly . At the same time America ' s prestige and power 
abroad would rise immediately . The century- old dream of 
American patriots , that America should give to the entire 
world its own freedom and its own faith , would cone true .. 
America can demonstrate that justice , equal~ty and coopera -
tion are possible between white and colored people . 
In the present phase of history this is what the world 
needs to believe . Mankind is sick of fear and disbelief , of 
pessimism and cynicism . It needs the moralistic optimism of 
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America . But empty declarations only deepens cynicism • . Deeds 
are called for . If America in actual practice could show the 
world a progressive trend by which the Negro became finally 
integrated into modern democracy , all mankind would be given 
faith again- -it would have reason to believe that peace , 
progress and order are feasible . And America would have a 
spiritual power many times stronger than all her financial and 
military resources- - the power of the trust and sup~ort of all 
good people on earth . America is free to choose whether the 
Negro shall remain her liability or become her opportunity . ll 
Hence , the integration of the Negro into American so-
ciety becomes from the standpoint of the Americans themselves 
a question of a new organization of American life in relation 
to certain principles and values which are becoming dominant 
in the world today . These principles and values were im-
plicit in the American system from the beginning . There was 
the assunnned basis of a 11 common humanity" and the "absence of 
fundamental racial characteristics . " Charles Francis Adams 
thought the theory had broken down because of the presence of 
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the Negro in the United States . He was not aware that many 
of the rrAliensrr who , he thought , could be rrassimilated 11 and 
then rrabsorbedrr did not feel toward the ~~egro as the old 
American stock . Nor could he foresee that the provincial 
America of which he was the spoke sman would become the center 
of a cosmopolitan world . He could not envision the changes 
which would result from technological developments in trans-
portation and communications . For Adams 11 democratic insti-
tutionsrr and "freedom" were values which reflected the 
11 genius 11 or social heritage of a section of European peoples . 
These values , though undergoing changes in their content to 
fit changes in the economi c and social organization of modern 
life , have become universal values . They no longer represent 
the values of any racial group . In America these values are 
enlisting the support of all racial groups and of all minori-
ties . This does not mean that the struggle for racial equality 
will not be long·and d i ff i cult . Even now some liberals in 
the South are still talking about equality for the Negro be -
hind the walls of segl~egation . But the organized power of 
white and colored people in the labor movement , in the field 
of education , and in politics in support of the 11 assummed 
basis of a common humanity 11 is increasing . Thus the extent 
of the reorganization of American life will depend upon the 
effectiveness of the alliance or common cause of Negroes and 
other minorities who share this belief . l2 
Amid the responsibil i ties and opportunities of this 
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age , people live in a world of tensions, revolutions and 
terrors . The hot fuses of colonialism , racialism and to -
talitarianism, implanted in the accelerating time- bombs 
of our dynamic gloval society , can blow this world to pieces . 
In a world made fatefully one during the last 500 years by 
the commercial , tl~ industrial and the atomic revolutions 
in reenforcing succession , it is now thermo- nuclear axiom 
that the people in both hemispheres will survive or perish 
together by the determination , at this late hour , or their 
destiny on the earth ••• nl3 
Embedded in the Charter of the United Nations are the 
universal principles of the dignity of persons , the equality 
of the races , the self- determination of peoples and the co-
operation of nations for justice and peace on earth . In this 
world of tensions between the races in both hemispheres , there 
is more need of perspective and understanding for the reduction 
and elimination of racia l prejudice and injustice . Group pre-
judice and racial discrimination are not the original creation 
or private monoply of any people . Consciousness of kind is 
and has long been a powerful force in human affiars . What 
was considered different in race , color , and creed , was con-
sidered alien . 1Vhat was considered alien was held to be 
dangerous . The ages of history witnesses the successive 
classification of people as chosen and unchosen , superior and 
inferior , Jews and Gentiles , Greeks and barbarians, ~omans 
and provincials , the c ivilized Mediterraneans and the un-
civilized tribes of };orthern and Western Europe , tl_.,e celestial 
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chinese and uncelestial other people , the high caste and low 
caste people in India , the Anglo- Saxon .:md "the lesser 
breeds without the law . " The conception of racial superio-
rity reached its highest pretensions in the :t-:azism of 
Adolph Hitler . 14 
The armed Fascist - Nazi ideology of Aryan superiority 
was defeated on the battlefield and the misconception of 
racial superiority based on color of the skin and the shape 
of the head was found wanting in the scientific researches 
and social studies of the universities . It has been hoped 
by many people in the southern united States that racial 
prejudice and discrimination would give way in the trans-
mission to youthful generations of these findings and the 
growing appreciation of the common heritage and the hope of 
the human race , the ric h exchange value of the high culture 
of diverse races , the different but high achievements of 
persons of all races as belonging to the i ndividual rather 
than to the race , and the growing consciousness for the 
interdependent oneness of the freedom , well - being and peace 
of all peoples . 1 5 
Th~ lag in interracial justice in many American com-
munit;les , the on- rush of totalitarianism around the earth , 
and the advancing religious and democratic conception of the 
all inclusiveness of human freedom and dignity , were in the 
background of the decision of the Supreme Court in its 
widening interpretation of the meaning of "liberty" in the 
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old Bill of Rights , as applying to all persons regardless 
of race in the District of Columbia , and the meaning of 
11 equal protection of the laws 11 as applying to all persons 
regardless of race in the States of the United States . It 
was an American President '-rho proclaimed to a warring 
world that one of the conditions of ~eace was the self de-
termination of people , now asserted and applied by the 
colonial and c olored peoples of the earth . 
Both the complexity and the urg,mcy of the race problem 
have been increased by a global war and the difficulties in-
valved in achieving peace . War and its aftermath speed 
changes , accentuate tensions , and increase the potentialities 
for progress or retrogression . The race problem cannot be 
put into cold storage until times are more "normal . 11 Ratt,er, 
what deomcratic people around the world do about race rela -
tions may well be the crucial test of democracy not for Ameri -
ca only but for the war ld • 1 6 
The u. s . can expect little success in winning accep-
tance abroad for a democratic ideal which it has imperfectly 
realized at home . Arguments for free elections in Europe and 
talk of the rights of minorities will have a hollow sound so 
long as there are 11 gentlemen 1 s agreements 11 north of the Mason 
and Dixon 1 s line and 11 white primaries 11 or their equivalent 
to the south of it . Viewed from any angle , the AMerican race 
problem is now part of a worJd problem . 
The race problem is part of a larger problem of group 
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relations which is complicated by the fact that we now live 
on what from certain points of view is an ever- shrinking 
planet . The airplarte has reduced the barriers of la.nd mass 
and sea . No place in the world is now more than hours fror.1 
one ' s own airport , a.nd these will be progressively reduced . 
For pr~ctical purposes the airplane makes us neighbors to 
the rest of the world , and in time distance to New York is 
now closer to Tokyo or Timbuctu than it was to Boston in 
our grandfathers day . 1 7 
~le must speedily learn how to li vc peaceably with 
people who differ from us in one way or another . In the 
United States , white people are in the majority , and tend 
to behave as though the same were true everywhere . Of 
course the fact is a majority of the peoples of the \lorld are 
colored; at least sixty out of every hundred human beings 
on earth are black , brown, or yellow . Peoples differ not 
only in looks but also in speech , religion , and customary 
behavior . In addition , each group of people usually think 
their own appearance most attractive and their own ways 
best . l8 
For the United States , its color question comes to 
fore c...s an international issue nowhere more prominently as 
in its foreign policy- -as proclaiQed and practiced . The 
effect of a U. 0 . fa.ilure to meet the challenge of color on 
its home front is most notable in tlte much flaunted prestige 
loss on the foreign front . But a more serious damage occurs 
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because each failure undermines a basic and traditional 
foundation of what the United States stands for . 
Perhaps most characteristic of the United States and 
most consonant with its general position was the technique 
of appealing to the good sence and the good will of the 
states with which it was in contact . Democratic ideology 
taught that men were possessed of reason and morality , and 
that they would respond to appeals made in those terms . 
Americans therefore attempted to stake out positions tlillt 
were justifiable by both rational and ethical cri teria , and 
to apply these norms in relations with other states . 
This approach often had two practical advantages . 
In the first pla ce , l.ffien the United States espoused the cause 
of abstract reason and morality , it frequently put its op-
ponents in an uncomfortable position . To disagree with truth 
and right as defined by Americans often meant favoring or 
apologizing for irrational and immoral conduct . Hany in-
stances could be cited in which the device left the ~nited 
States in an unassailable position . 0econd , anyone who op-
posed the tnited States was--according to AMericans--per se 
a "bad " (irrational and/or innnoral) person , and Americans 
were thus in a better frame of mind to prosecute the ensuing 
struggle . 1 9 
In c omplete harmony with this was a great faith in the 
wisdom and the omnipotence of ~' public opinion . 11 Be lei ving 
in vox populi , vox dei , Americans saw in the voiced wished 
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of the masses of men a sovereign technique of universal 
ap plicability . The policy of the United States has long 
been to attempt systematically to influrnce mass attitudes 
everywhere and to identify American policy with what were 
taken to be the commands of popular opinion . Woodrow 
Wilson ' s vision was of the harmony of interest of all men 
the certainity of peace if ways could be found to express 
this consensus clearly . It is one of the most explicit 
formulations of what has been a basic conu .. itment of the 
American tradition . Native political ideas assumed a dis-
harmony between the people of any 11 autocratic 11 or 11 dictatoral 11 
state and their government , and American felt that it would 
not be difficult to win the masses of men to the Alilerican 
side in any dispute . 1-Ien , the argument ran , are inherently 
reasonable and just ; American policy is reasonable and just; 
all rational and moral men will nutomatically support the 
United States if only they know the truth; tl te ultimate vin-
dication of the American position is therefore certain . 20 
The operationa l problem of United StQtes policy there-
fore resolved itself primarily into one of communication . 
All the United States had to do was to make its own position 
clear beyond r,dsunderstanding (being sure to orient it on 
objective truth and moral right) , and then to discover 
merchanisms to bring its message to the world . Fublic opinion 
everywhere would recognize the justice of Ar1J.erican policy , 
and all wise and g-ood men would demand that their respective 
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governments immediately accede to the wishes of the United 
States . No regime however inimical it might be otherwise , 
could resist this pressure . Another tradi tional non- violent 
technique much favored by Americans has been a heavy re -
liance on law, legal reasoning , and legal rules . This also 
has an indigenous root ; no nation in the world is more the 
slave of its lawyers than are Americans . In international 
relations the United States has been sensitive to the exis-
tence of legal rules and has usually attempted to shape its 
pol i cy in accordance with them . 
Not only has the United States attempted to 11 have the 
law on its side , 11 but also it has soug ht to foster the con-
tinual elaboration of international legal rules . To Americans , 
soc ial relations sanctioned by juristi c norms are always pre-
ferable to extra- legal ones; a 11 world of law" would be better 
on all counts than a 11 lawless 11 one . The United States has 
pioneered in the extension of the international legal fron-
tier so as to encompass more and more of interstate life . 21 
With the foregoing principles of foreign policy so 
seriously taken by Americans at home and so widely publicized 
and applied abroad , emerging nations of this and the last 
decade might well have taken it for g·ranted that the United 
States would be on the "reasonable , rational , legal and moral 11 
side of t oday ' s major problems--anti - colonialism and national -
i sm, the "rising tide of color . " 
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CHAPTER V 
THE NEGRO PRESS : 
TODAY AND TOHmC:WF 
March 1 through April 30 was an eventful 6 G- day 
period . Editors thus had a wealth of developments on which 
to center their attention . This was fortunate for this 
study . 
In the home towns of the 14 publications examinea. , 
on the national scene and abroad , fresh crisis were demand-
ing initial interpretation . Spill- over e-v-ents , just days 
old or weeks , still awaited editors ' summary analysis 
though the i terns themselves had been forced frot.l the front 
page . These issues were oft - times race- tinted end often as 
not , fully race free . 
Locally , for example , in Narch the Hardi Gras 
blossomed in the backyard of the Alabama Tribune . A & T 
College , in Carolinian territory, lost its president after 
20 years . The nation ' s oldest minister celebrated a post-
centennial birthday in Norfolk , home - base of the 10rfolk 
Journal and Guide . The Southern .SociolorJists organization 
voted to integrate , an event for which the Birmingham i'Y"orld 
understandably took a deep editorial breath . 
In each town, high school ann colleges in late April 
began their school closing countdown . 
Nationally , Kennedy and 1ixon were locked in combat 
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for primary victories ; Congress was caught in a fierce civil 
rights filabuster; the 18th Census - taking was launched; 
President Eiensehower convened the lvhi te House Conference on 
Children and Youth, and DeGaulle of France and Lumumba of 
the Congo visited the United States . 
Also the House of Prayer For All People proclaimed a 
new "Sweet Daddy" ·to succeed the late Bishop Grace; the United 
Negro College Fund opened a 2~ million dollar drive; the Urban 
League marked its 50th year and Negro History ·.Jeek and National 
Negro 1ewspaper Week were celebrated . John Thomas jumped to 
a new record height , Nat Cole 8et out to tour 10 countries , 
Floyd Patterson tuned up to regain his title and Wilt Cham-
berlain quit Pro-Baksetball . 
Internationally, Laurill Rugambra of Tanganyika became 
the first of his race to be ordained a Catholic Cardinal; 
Apartheid spawned a massacre in Sharpesville , South Africa , 
leaving 200 men , women , and babies dead and 300 others 
wounded; an assassination attempt on that country ' s Prime 
Minister , Verwoerd , chief architect and protector of apartheid , 
followed soon after . Billy Graham in the meantime had set 
camp and opened a soul- saving campaign on that continent . 
This is a small sampling of the events taking place 
at the time of this study, of events with which editors might 
have chosen to deal . The charts and explainations to follow 
will show just how they did choose . 
It has been theorized t~at colored newspapers can 
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survive integration in this country only if they turn their 
interest to matters outside the race--a radical departure 
from their historical and traditional bent . We set out to 
determine if race papers , faced with the integration gains 
reported in foregoing chapters , are indeed abandoning their 
traditional fare of race news only and redirecting their 
scope to include non- race- linked events . 
The query specifically applied to this study becomes : 
publishing where desegregation has progressed the most thus 
eleminating many i ssues of race complaint , and in turn making 
the disappearance of colored people seen more imminent , do 
northern editors treat to a significant degree more non- race 
material than southern editors? Do they treat more inter-
national and national issues; protest less , instruct and com-
pliment the race more as local issues are removed through 
race gains? 
We hypothesized that if progress in integration was 
causing race editors to expand their interests , the scope of 
interests represented in a publication appearing in inte-
grated environs would vary significantly from that in one 
originating in a non- integrated surrounding . 
To test this we examined over a 60- day period a set of 
newspapers-- 6 weeklies , 1 daily , 108 inG.ividual issues , re -
presenting a total circulation of 206 , 104--published in areas 
where desegregation is supported by local law, and another 
set-- 6 weeklies , 1 daily , 108 individual issues , representing 
a 124 , 211 total circulation--published where segregation 
is enforced by local law . 
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We measured and tallied for subsequent comparison the 
amount of space in inches each publication devoted to race 
edi torials , non- race editorials , local , national , inter-
national editorials , protest editorials and self enlighten -
ment editorials . 
Consistently we found the amount of space devoted to 
editorials varied in direct proportion to the size and cir-
culation of the publication , i. e ., the greater the number of 
pages and the wider the circulation , the more space allowed 
for editorials . This applied to both sets of papers . 
A general range breakdown in inches of how the various 
c ategories were distributed in the six weekly non - integrated 
papers ran like this : Local High-- 438 , Local Low- - 132 , Local 
Average--291; 1~ational High-- 716 , l\ational Low--92 , }·ational 
Average--419; International High- - 130; International Low- - 0 , 
International Average - 44; 
Race Hi gh--968 , Race Low- - 298 , ~ace Average--267 ; 
Non- Race High- - 378 , Non- Race Low--42 , Non- Race Average- - 167; 
Protest High--800 , Protest Low--24 , Protest Average--218 ; 
Enlighterunent IIigh - - 294 , Enlightenment Low- - 8 5 , ~nlightenment 
Average- -195. The total space given over for editorials by 
the various publications ranged from a high of 1010 inches 
to a 635 low . The Non- Integrated set average was 746 . 
A similar breakdown for the integrated set shows this 
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over- all range distribution for the various cateeorics: 
Local High-- 216 , Local Low--0, Local Average--116; National 
High-- 763 , :rational Low- - 165 , r'ationa1 1 verage - - 604; Inter-
national High- - 145 , International Lmv-- 2 0 , Intcrnati onal 
Average - - 6 0 ; Non - PB.ce High--191 , ~on--~ece Low- -14 , 1:on-1~ace 
Average--104 ; 
Protest tde·h- -6 32 , Protest LoTv--22 S, 1 rot est Average--
623 ; Enlitohtenment High- - 190 , enlightenment Low--12 , .Gnlighten-
ment Average--117 . The total sr,ace given for cdi torials in 
this set ranged from a high ~f 999 iLctes to a low of 334 
incles . .The set average was 659 . 
The tables which follow show the exact lreakdown and 
distribution pattern , by week , and where appro1riate , by 
day , of each publication examined and reflect s further re -
finement of the overall ranges and c.verages which appear 
above . 
Tables I - VII , for the Non- Integrated set , and Tables 
VIII - XIV , ~or the Integrated set , are the basic tables show-
ing in inches and by date the way editorial space was divided 
among the categories being used . Each of these tables is 
accompanied by two complimentary tables , one labelled .c , the 
other B, i . e , I - A, I - B ; II- A, II- B, etc . 
The A- Table series shows how each publication distri -
buted the space allocated to race editorials (as shown in the 
basic table) to the themes being examined--p r otest and enlight -
ment . The B- Table series then sLows how much of the race 
materi al was loc al , national , and international and the same 
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for the protest and enlightenment material . 
Table XV , for the Non- Integrated set , and Table XVI 
for the integrated set , show a two- week total tabulation 
of how the publications distributed their editorial space 
among the seven categories over the 60 - day period . 
TABLE I 
WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF EDITORIAL SPACE IN THE .ALAB.AMA TRIBUNE 
(Nwn.bers Represent .Amount Of Space In Inches) 
Date 
Mar. 4 
Mar. 11 
Mar. 18 
Mar. 25 
Apr. 1 
Apr. 8 
Apr . 15 
Apr. 22 
A;Er. 29 
Date 
Mar. 4 
Mar. 11 
Mar. 18 
Mar. 25 
Apr. 1 
Total 
55 
85 
6o 
6o 
90 
90 
40 
75 
8o 
Sub-
head 
Race 
Prot' 
Enl't 
Race 
Prot' 
Enl't 
Race 
Prot' 
Enl't 
Race 
Prot ' 
Enl't 
Race 
Prot' 
Enl't 
Theme 
Race 
Protest 
Local Nat'L Int' Nat'L Race 
35 20 55 
45 40 85 
25 35 6o 
6o 6o 
20 70 90 
40 50· 40 
40 
40 35 35 
4:0 40 8o 
TABLE .I-A 
SUB- DISTRIBUTION BREAKDOWN 
FOR THE ALABAMA TRIBUNE 
Lo- Nat' Inter Date Sub- Lo-
cal nal nat'l head cal 
35 20 Apr. Race 40 
35 20 8 Prot' 
Enl 't 4:0 
45 40 Apr. Race 
45 40 15 Prot' 
Enl't 
25 35 Apr. Race 
25 35 22 Prot' 
Enl't 
6o Apr. Race 40 
40 29 Prot ' 
20 Enl 't 4:0 
20 70 Race 
20 35 Prot' 
35 Enl't 
TABLE I-B 
'IHEME DISTRIBUTION 
Lo-
~%3 
Nat ' 
nal 
Inter 
nat'l 
2-week 
Totals 
lb5 
35 
35 
Enl'ment 100 
205 
170 
35 
505 
370 
135 
Non-Race 
50 
40 
40 
Nat Int' 
nal nal 
35 
35 
40 
40 
117 
118 
TABLE II 
'JEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF EDrrORIAL SPACE DJ THE C.AROLllifiAN 
(Numbers Represent Amount Of Space In Inches) 
Date Total Local Nat 'l Int' Nat'L Race Non-Race 
Mar. 5 108 48 6o 90 18 
Mar. 12 114 48 66 4B 66 
Mar. 19 114 24 90 78 36 
Mar. 26 108 78 30 54 54 
Apr. 2 114 42 72 6o 54 
Apr. 9 114 36 78 66 48 
Apr. 16 108 54 54 54 54 
Apr. 23 llLl.. 4-8 66 84 30 I 
A£r. 30 1~~ 6o 5~ 96 18 2-Week 438 570 b30 378 
Totals 
TABLE II-A 
DISTRIBUTION BREAKDOI'JN 
FOR THE C.AROLJNIAN 
Date Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter Date Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter 
Head cal nal nat'l head cal nal nat'l 
Mar. Race 48 fs Apr. Race 30 3b 5 Prot' -- 9 Prot' 18 18 
'Enl't ~ 24 Enl't 12 18 Mar. Race Apr. Race 54 12 Prot' 16 Prot' 54 
Enl't 12 Enl 't --
Mar. Race 24 54 pr. Race 48 36 
19 Prot' 24 54 23 Prot' 18 18 
Enl't Enl't ~ 18 
Mar. Race 54 Apr. Race 0 3b 
26 Prot' 24 30 Prot' -- 18 
Enl't 30 Enl't 6o 18 
Apr. Race fs 18 Race --2 Prot' 18 Prot' --
Enl 't 24 Enl' t --
TABLE II-B 
THEME DISTRIBUTION 
Theme Lo- Nat' Inter 2-Week 
cal nal nat'l Totals 
Race 408 222 b30 
Protest 192 ~ 336 Enl'ment 316 29~ 
TABLE III 119 
WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF EDITORIAL SPACE IN THE BIRMJNGHAM VlORLD 
(Numbers Represent Amount Of Space In Inches) 
Date Total Local Nat'l Int' Nat'l Race Non- Race 
Mar . 5 32 32 32 
Mar. 12 72 36 36 72 
Mar. 19 70 46 24 70 
Mar. 26 56 56 56 
Apr. 2 70 20 50 52 18 
Apr. 9 6o 6o 6o 
Apr. 16 41 9 32 9 32 
Apr. 23 28 28 28 
A:Er• 30 68 68 6o 8 
2-Week 497 355 92 50 439 58 
Totals 
TABLE III-A 
SOB-DISTRIBUTION BREAKDOVJN 
FOR 'lHE BIRMHJGHAN ~IORLD 
Date Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter Date Sub- Lo- Nat ' Inter 
head cal nal nat'l head cal nal nat'l 
Mar. Race 32 Apr. Race Go 
5 Prot' 32 9 Prot ' 28 
Enl't Enl't 32 
Mar. Race 3G 3G Apr. Race 9 
12 Prot' 36 16 Prot ' --
Enl't 36 Enl 't ~ 
Mar. Race 4G 24 Apr. Race 2 
19 Prot' 16 24 23 Prot' 16 
Enl't 30 Enl't 12 
Mar . Race 5G Apr. Race Go 
26 Prot' 32 30 Prot' 28 
Enl't 24 Enl't 32 
Apr . Race 20 32 Race 
--
2 Prot' 20 32 Prot' --
Enl 't Enl 't --
TABLE III-B 
'lliEME DISTRIBUTION 
Theme Lo- Nat' Inter 2-Week 
cal nal nat'l Totals 
Race ~ 6o 32 439 Protest ~ 232 Enl 'ment 139 32 2oz 
TABLE IV 
WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF EDITORL.U. SP. CE I N Tf..IE FLORDIA TA'ITLEI 
(Numbers Represent A~ount Of Space In Inches) 
Date Total Local Nat 'l Int' Nat'l Race Non-Race 
Mar. 5 42 42 42 
Mar. 12 50 50 50 
Mar. 19 46 46 46 
Mar. 26 42 42 42 
Apr. 2 44 44 44 
Apr. 9 46 24 22 46 
Apr. 16 50 50 50 
Apr. 23 40 40 40 
AJ2r 30 48 2~ 24- 2¢ 24-2-Week 408 142 110 
Totals 
TABLE IV-A 
SUB-DISTRIBUTION BRE.AKDOVW 
FOR THE FLORDIA TATTLER 
Date Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter Date Sub- Lo- Nat ' Inter 
head cal nal nat'l head cal nal nat'l 
Mar. Race 42 Apr. Race 24 22 
5 Prot' 9 Prot' 24 
Enl't 42 Enl't 22 
Mar. Race 50 Apr. Race 50 
12 Prot' 16 Prot' 
Enl't ~ Enl't 50 Mar. Race Apr. Race 40 
19 Prot' 23 Prot' 
Enl't 46 Enl't ~0 
Mar. Race Apr. Race 24 
26 Prot' 20 Prot' 
Enl't Enl't 24-
Apr. Race Race 
2 Prot' Prot' 
Enl't Enl't 
TABLE IV-B 
'IHEME DISTRIBUTION 
Theme Lo- Nat ' Inter 2Week 
cal nal nat'l Totals 
Race 180 118 299 
Protest 1~ 24 Enl'ment 118 2Z~ 
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TABlE V 
WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF EDITORIAL SPACE m 'lliE LOUISIAliiA WEEKLY 
(Numbers Represent Amount Of Space In Inches) 
Date Total Local Nat'1 Int' Nat'1 Race Non-Race 
Mar. 5 120 Go Go 120 
Mar. 12 108 1o8 108 
Mar. 19 1o8 108 108 
Mar. 26 120 120 78 42 
Apr. 2 114 4.8 66 114 
Apr. 9 114 66 4.8 114 
Apr. 16 96 96 96 
Apr. 23 120 60 6o 120 
AEr• 30 110 6o 50 110 
2- leek 1010 294 71G 9G8 42 
Totals 
TABLE V-A 
SUB-DISTRIBUTION BREAKL'OWN 
FOR TBE LOUISIANA WEEKLY 
nate Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter Date Sub- Lo- Nat ' Inter 
head cal nal nat'1 head cal nal nat'1 
Mar. Race Go Go Apr. Race GG j 5 Prot' 6o 60 9 Prot' 66 
Enl't En1't --
Mar. Race 108 Apr. Race 
-- 9G 
12 Prot' 108 16 Prot' -- 96 
Enl 't Enl't --
Mar. Race 108 Apr. Race Go Go 
19 Prot' 6o 23 Prot' --
Enl't 4-8 Enl 't 60 60 
Mar. Race 78 Apr~ Race Go 50 
26 Prot' 30 Prot' -- 50 
Enl't t8 Enl't 60 Apr. Race j 6 Race 2 Prot' 66 Prot' 
Enl 't En1't 
TABLE V-B 
'IEEME DISTRIBUTION 
Theme Lo- Nat ' Inter 2Week 
cal nal nat'1 Totals 
Race 294 67~ ~G8 Protest ~ 5b 00 En1'ment 108 163 
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TABLE VI 
WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF EDITORIAL SPACE ll~ THE JOURNAL & GUIDE 
(Numbers Repersent Amount Of Space In Inches) 
Date Total Local Nat'l Int' Nat'l Race Non-Race 
Mar. 5 95 95 75 20 
Mar. 12 105 45 bO 85 20 
Mar. 19 104 42 b2 92 12 
Mar. 2b 105 45 45 15 105 
Apr. 2 105 bO 45 55 so 
Apr. 9 90 55 35 90 
Apr. lb 90 75 15 bO 30 
Apr. 23 115 115 100 15 
AJ2r . 30 110 90 20 bO 2s~ 2-Vleek 919 132 657 130 632 
Totals 
TABLE VI-A 
SUB-DISTRIBUTION BRE.AKDO"tllN 
FOR 'IRE JOURNAL & GUIDE 
Date Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter Date Sub- Lo- Nat ' Inter 
head cal nal not'l head cal nal nat'l 
Mar.
5 
Race ~~ Apr. Race Prot ' 9 Prot' Enl 't Enl ' t --
Mar. Race 45 40 Apr. Race -- 45 15 12 Prot' 45 40 lb Prot' -- 45 15 Enl't 
- Enl't --
Mar. Race 42 50 Apr. Rftoe -- 100 
19 Prot' 42 50 23 Prot' - tg Enl't Enl' t --
Mar. Race 45 45 15 Apr. Race - 6o 26 Prot' 45 20 15 30 Prot. -- bO 
Enl't 25 Enl't --
Apr. Race 35 20 Race 
-2 Prot' 35 20 Prot' --
Enl't Enl't --
TABLE VI-B 
'lliEI.lE DISTRIBUTION 
Theme Lo- Nat ' Inter 2-T'feek 
cal nal nat'l Totals 
Race 132 4~0 50 632 Protest 132 385 50 5~7 Enl'ment 5 5 
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TABLE VII 123 
WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF EDITORIAL SPACE IN THE ATL..ANTA DAILY WORLD 
(Numbers Represent Amount Of Space In Inches) 
nate Total Local Nat'l Int' Nat'l Race Non-Race 
Mar. 1 ~g 35 ~6 Mar. 2 20 40 
Mar. 3 50 30 20 50 
Mar. 4 55 55 40 15 
Mar. ~ 135 110 25 90 45 Mar. 35 35 35 20 
Mar. 8 ~§ 20 35 2§ 20 Mar. 9 40 25 
Mar. 10 ~§ 45 ~§ Mar. 11 85 --
Mar. 12 ~5 55 ~§ Mar. 13 65 35 30 Mar. 1~ 6g 25 40 tg 25 Mar. 1 35 25 
Mar. 1~ 55 30 25 55 
Mar. 1 55 30 25 55 
Mar . 19 45 30 15 45 Mar. 20 40 40 40 
Mar . 22 45 ~5 45 45 
Mar. 23 45 20 25 45 
Mar. 24 55 55 55 
Mar. 2~ 30 30 30 
Mar. 2 35 35 35 
Mar. 27 40 40 40 
Mar. 29 ~6 ~6 10 -- 55 Mar. 30 8o 
Apr. 1 30 30 30 
Apr. 2 45 20 25 45 Apr. 3 30 30 30 
Apr. ~ 75 75 75 Apr. 45 45 30 15 
Apr. ~ 50 20 30 30 20 Apr. 50 50 50 
Apr. 9 t§ 75 75 Apr. 10 25 40 40 25 
Apr •. 12 40 40 20 20 
Apr. 13 50 30 20 30 30 
Apr. 14 ~~ 65 30 30 Apr. 1~ 20 45 Apr. 1 55 20 35 15 50 
Apr. 17 tg 6o 40 40 Apr. 19 6o 
Apr. 20 65 45 20 45 20 Apr. 21 tg 20 20 20 20 Apr. 22 6o 40 20 Apr. 23 tg 6o 40 ~g Apr. ~ 
Apr. 2 25 25 25 
Apr. 2~ t~ t~ ~ Apr. 2 Apr. 29 50 50 50 
A;er. 30 50 50 
85 
50 
2-Week 2 ,745 1, 725 935 2,120 b25 
Totals 
Date Sub- Lo-
head cal 
Mar. Race 35 
1 Prot' 35 
Enl't 
Mar. Race 20 
2 Prot' --
Enl't 20 
Mar. Race 30 
3 Prot' 30 
Enl 't 
Mar. Race 40 
4 Prot' 40 
Enl't --
Mar. Race G5 
5 Prot' 45 
Enl't 20 
Mar. Race 35 
6 Prot' 35 
En1't --
Mar. Race 
--
8 Prot' --
Enl't --
Mar. Race 40 
9 Prot' 40 
Enl't --
Mar. Race 
--
10 Prot' --
Enl ' t --
Mar. Race 85 
11 Prot' 50 
Enl't 35 
Mar. Race 55 
12 Prot' 25 
En1't 30 
Mar. Race 30 
13 Prot' --
Enl't 30 
Mar. Race 
15 Prot' 
Enl't --
TABLE VII-A 
SUB-DISTRIBUTION BREAiillO \lN 
FOR 'IRE DAJLY VlORLD 
Nat' Inter Date Sub- Lo-
na1 nat'1 head cal 
Mar. Race 35 
16 Prot' 
Enl 't 35 
40 Mar. Race 30 
40 ;z Prot' --Enl' t 10 
20 Mar. Race --
20 19 Prot' --
Enl't 
Mar. Race 
--
20 Prot' -
Enl't --
25 Mar. Race 45 
22 Prot ' 45 
25 Enl't --
Mar. Race 25 
23 Prot' 25 
Enl ' t --
35 Mar. Race -
35 24 Prot' --
Enl't --
25 Mar. Race . 
25 Prot' 
25 Enl 't 
45 Mar. Race 
45 26 Prot' 
Enl't --
Mar. Race 
--
27 Prot' --
Enl't -
Mar. Race 
-
29 Prot' --
Enl't --
35 Mar. Race 85 
35 30 Prot' 45 
Enl't 35 
40 **Mar. Race 30 
18 Prot' --
40 Enl't 30 
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Nat ' Inter 
na1 nat'1 
25 
25 
25 
25 
20 
20 
55 
55 
30 
:P 
35 
35 
40 
~0 
25 
25 
125 
Date Sub- Lo- Nat ' Inter Date Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter 
head cal nal nat'l head cal nal nat'l 
Apr. Race 30 Apr. Race 15 
1 Prot' 30 16 Prot' 15 
Enl 't Enl't 
Apr. Race Apr. Race 
2 Prot' 17 Prot' 
Enl't .i!.nl't 
Apr. Race 30 Apr. Race 5o 
-z; Prot' 30 19 Prot ' 40 
../ 
Enl't En1't 20 
Apr. Race 75 Apr. Race 25 20 
5 Prot' 75 20 Prot ' 25 20 
En1't Enl't 
Apr. Race 30 Apr. Race 20 
6 Prot' 21 Prot' 
En1't "Z0 Enl't 20 
Apr. Race 30 Apr. Race 40 
7 Prot' 30 22 Prot' 40 
Enl't Enl't 
Apr. Race Apr. Race 40 
8 Prot' 23 Prot' 40 
Enl 't Enl't 
Apr. Race 75 Apr. Race 5o 
Q Prot ' 40 24 Prot' 6o .I 
En1't 15 Enl't 
Apr. Race 40 .Apr. Race 25 
10 Prot' 40 26 Prot' 
En1't Enl't 25 
Apr. Race 20 Apr. Race 40 
12 Prot' 20 27 Prot' 
Enl't Enl't tl:O 
Apr. Race 30 Apr. Race 55 
13 Prot' 30 28 Prot' 65 
En1't Enl 't 
Apr. Race 30 Apr. Race 50 
14 Prot' 30 29 Prot' 35 
En1't Enl 't 15 
Apr. Race 20 Apr. Race 50 
15 Prot' 20 30 Prot' 
Enl't Enl 't 50 
TABLE VII-B 
THEME DISTRIBUTION 
Theme Lo- Nat' Inter 2-Weeks 
cal na1 nat'1 Totals 
Race 1,225 810 85 2,120 
Protest 855 495 66 1,419 
Enl ' ment 3.ZO 315 25 ZlO 
TABlE VIII 
WEEKLY DlBTRIBUTION OF EDrrORIAL SPACE IN THE CRUSADER 
(Numbers Represent Amount Of Space In Inches) 
Date Total Local Nat 'l Int' Nat 'l Race Non-Race 
Mar. 4 49 24 25 49 
Mar. 11 42 30 12 30 12 
Mar. 18 
Mar. 25 20 20 20 
Apr. 1 62 62 62 
Apr. 8 69 45 24 24 45 
Apr. 16 32 24 8 32 
Apr. 22 40 16 24 24 16 
A]2r. 30 30 30 30 
TABLE VIII-A 
SUB-DISTRIBUTION BREAKD01VN 
FOR THE CRUSADER 
Date Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter Date Sub- Lo- Nat ' Inter 
head cal hal nat'l head cal nal nat'l 
Mar. Race 24 25 Apr. Race 24 
4 Prot' 12 25 8 Prot' 24 
Enl't 12 Enl't --
Mar. Race 30 Apr. Race -- 24 8 
11 Prot' 30 16 Prot' -- 24 8 
Enl't Enl't --
Mar. Race Apr. Race 
-- 24 
19 Prot' 22 Prot' -- 24 
Enl't Enl't --
Mar. Race 20 Apr. Race 
--
25 Prot' 20 30 Prot' -
Enl't Enl't - -
Apr. Race 62 
-
Race 
--
1 Prot' 62 Prot' 
Enl't Enl't 
TABlE VIII-B 
THEME DISTRIBUTION 
Theme Lo- Nat ' Inter 2-Week 
cal nal nat'l Totals 
Race 54 131 56 241 
Protest 42 131 56 229 
Enl'ment 12 12 
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TABLE IX 
WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF EDITORIAL SPACE IN THE CLEVELAND CALL & RJST 
(Numbers Represent Amount Of Space In Inches) 
Date Total Local Nat'l Int' Nat 'l Race Non-Race 
:Mar. 5 120 120 120 
Mar. 110 30 8o 8o 
Mar. 105 15 90 95 10 
Mar. 100 100 100 
Apr. 110 45 45 20 65 45 
Apr. 120 48 72 120 
Apr. 114 18 96 48 66 
Apr. 120 120 120 
AEr• 100 6o ?t~ 6o ~0 2-Week 999 216 20 8o8 191 
Totals 
TABLE IX-A 
DISTRIBUTION BRE.AKDo· ."N 
FOR THE CLEVELAND CALL & RJST 
nate Sub- Lo- Nat ' Inter Date Sub~ Lo- Nat ' Inter 
head cal nal nat'l head cal nal nat'l 
Mar. Race 120 Apr. Race ~ 72 5 Prot' 120 9 Prot' 72 
Enl't Enl't 
Mar. Race So Apr. Race 48 
12 Prot' 30 16 Prot' 
Enl't gg Enl't ~8 Mar. Race 15 Apr. Race -- 120 
19 Prot' 15 8o 23 Prot' is Enl't Enl't 
Mar. Race 100 Apr. Race 6o 
26 Prot' 100 ?JJ Prot' 6o 
Enl 't Enl't 
Apr. Race 45 3) Race 
2 Prot' 45 20 Prot' 
Enl't Enl't 
TABlE IX-B 
THEME DISTRJBUTION 
Theme Lo- Nat' Inter 2-Week 
cal nal nat'l Totals 
Race 123 665 20 8o8 
Protest 123 48~ 20 632 Enl'ment 1Z 1z6 
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TABLE X 
WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF EDITORIAL SPACE IN 'IHE WASHINGTON AFRO AMERICAN 
(Numbers Represent Amount Of Space In Inches) 
Date Total Loc Nat'l Int' Nat'l Race Non-Race 
Mar. 5 125 5 40 110 15 
Mar. 12 85 6o 25 45 4D 
Mar. 19 95 6o 15 20 35 6o 
Mar. 26 100 65 35 100 
Apr. 2 105 105 105 
Apr. 9 120 95 15 10 95 25 
Apr. 16 95 65 20 10 70 25 
Apr. 23 105 90 15 90 15 
AJ2r. 30 ~6g 110 25 ~gg 2-Week 735 165 65 180 
Totals 
.TABLE X ... A 
SUB-DISTRIBUTION BREAKDOWN 
FOR THE W.ASHlliGTON AFRO AMERICAN 
Date Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter Date Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter 
head cal nal nat'l head cal nal nat'l 
Mar. Race 70 40 Apr. Race 95 
5 Prot' 70 40 9 Prot' 95 
Enl't Enl 't 
Mar. Race 20 25 Apr. Race 40 20 10 
12 Prot' 20 25 16 Prot' 40 20 
Enl't Enl't 10 
Mar. Race 20 15 Apr. Race 90 
19 Prot' 20 23 Prot' 90 
Enl't 15 Enl't 
Mar. Race 65 35 Apr. Race 110 25 
26 Prot' 15 20 30 Prot ' 95 
Enl't 50 15 Enl 't 15 25 
Apr . Race 105 Race 
2 Prot' ~6 Prot ' Enl't Enl't 
TABLE X- B 
':mEME DISTRIBUTION 
Theme Lo- Nat ' Inter 2-Week 
cal nal nat'l Totals 
Race 615 lg6 35 785 Protest 490 25 595 
Enl ' ment 125 55 10 190 
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TABLE XI 
WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF EDITORIAL SPACE IN 'l'HE EMPmE ST.AR 
(Numbers Represent Amount Of Space In I nches) 
Date Total Local Nat'l Int' lJat'l Race Non- Race 
Mar. 5 65 25 40 65 
Mar. 12 75 30 45 30 45 
Mar. 19 45 10 35 35 10 
IA:ar . 26 50 22 26 2 40 10 
Apr. 2 65 30 35 65 
Apr. 9 6o 20 40 40 20 
Apr. lb 6o 15 40 5 6o 
Apr. 23 75 75 6o 15 
A;er . jO 
56P 
18 3~~ 4B 25 2-Week 140 42 443 125 
Totals 
TABLE XI- A 
SUB-DISTRIBUTION BREAKDOWN 
FOR TBE EM.PmE ST.AR 
Date Sub- Lo- Nat ' Inter Date Sub- Lo- Nat ' Inter 
head cal nal nat'l head cal nal nat'l 
Mar . Race 25 40 Apr. Race 40 
5 Prot ' 15 40 9 Prot' 
Enl 't 10 Enl 't 4P 
Mar. Race 30 Apr. Race 15 40 5 
12 Prot' 30 16 Prot' 15 40 5 
Enl't Enl 't 
Mar. Race 35 Apr. Race 6o 
19 Prot' 23 Prot' 
Enl't 35 Enl 't 6o 
Mar. Race 22 16 2 Apr . Race 18 30 
26 Prot' 20 16 30 Prot' ?P 
Enl't 2 2 Enl't 18 
Apr. Race 30 35 Race 
2 Prot' 30 35 Prot ' 
Enl 't Enl 't 
TABLE XI-B 
THEUE DISTRIBUTION 
Theme Lo- Nat ' Inter 2-r7eek 
cal nal nat 'l Totals 
Race 1~6 256 42 44~ Protest 156 40 ~7. Enl ' ment 65 100 2 
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TABlE XII 
WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF EDITORIAL SPACE llJ THE CHICAGO DEFENDER 
(Numbers Represent Amount Of Space In Inches) 
Date Total Local Nat'l Int' Nat ' l Race non-Race 
Mar. 5 84 84 84 
Mar. 12 70 35 55 70 
Mar. 29 65 65 35 30 
Mar. 26 6o 6o 45 15 
Apr. 2 65 30 35 35 30 
Apr. 9 70 50 20 6o 10 
Apr. 16 6o 6o 45 15 
Apr. 23 65 35 30 65 
A:er. 30 65 ~0 25 65 
2-Yleek b04 459 145 504 100 
Totals 
TABLE XII-A 
SUB-DISTRIBUTION BREAKIXH'N 
FOR THE CHICAGO DEFENDER 
Date Sub- Lo- Nat ' Inter Date Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter 
head cal nal nat'l head cal nal nat'l 
Mar. Race ~~ Apr. Race 40 m 5 Prot' 9 Prot' 4D 20 
Enl 't 66 Enl't 
Mar. Race 35 35 Apr. Race 45 
12 Prot' 35 35 16 Prot' 35 
Enl't 
--
Enl't -- 10 
Mar. Race 35 Apr. Race -- 30 35 
19 Prot' 35 23 Prot' -- 30 35 
Enl't Enl't --
Mar. Race 45 Apr. Race -- 30 35 
26 Prot' 30 30 Prot' -- 30 35 
Enl't 15 Enl ' t --
Apr. Race 35 Race -2 Prot' 35 Prot' -
Enl't Enl't --
TABLE XII-B 
'mEME DISTRIBUTION 
Theme Lo- Nat' Inter 2-Week 
cal nal nat'l Totals 
Race 344 lbO 504 
Protest 253 160 413 
Enl'ment 91 91 
TABLE nn 
WEEKLY DISTRIBUTION OF EDITORIAL SPACE IN THE PITTSBURG COURIER 
(Numbers Represent Amount Of Space In Inches) 
Date Total Local Nat'l Int' Nat'l Race Non-Race 
Mar. 5 45 20 25 45 
Mar. 12 4B 20 28 4B 
Mar. 19 57 45 l2 57 
Mar. 26 54 26 28 40 14 
Apr. 2 52 20 12 20 52 
Apr. 9 52 28 12 12 52 
Apr. 16 56 24 16 16 56 
Apr. 23 52 20 32 52 
A;Er . 30 58 20 38 4~~ 2-Week 474 178 208 88 14 
Totals 
TABLE XIII-A 
SUB-DISTRIBUTION BREAiillOViN 
FOR 'IHE PITI'SBURG COURIER 
Date Sub- Lo- Nat ' Inter Date Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter 
head cal nal nat'l head cal nal nat ' l 
Mar. Race 20 25 Apr. Race 28 12 12 
5 Prot' 20 25 9 Prot' 28 12 12 
Enl ' t -- Enl't --
Mar. Race 20 28 Apr. Race 24 16 16 
12 Prot' -- 12 16 Prot' 24 16 16 
Enl ' t 20 16 Enl't --
Mar. Race 
-- 45 12 Apr. Race 20 32 
19 Prot' 45 23 Prot' 20 32 
Enl't - 12 Enl' t -- --
Mar. Race 12 28 Apr. Race 20 38 
26 Prot' 28 30 Prot' 20 30 
Enl't 12 Enl 't -- 8 
Apr. Race 20 12 20 Race 
--
2 Prot' 20 12 20 Prot' --
Enl't Enl't --
TABLE XIII-B 
THEME DISTRIBUTION 
Theme Lo- Nat' Inter 2Week 
cal nal nat'l Totals 
Race lb4 208 88 460 
Protest 132 200 6o 36~ Enl'ment 32 28 28 
TABLE XIV 
DAll..Y DISTRIBUTION OF EDITORIAL SPACE nr TIIE CHICAGO DEFENDER 
(Numbers Represent Amount Of Space In Inches) 
Date Total Local Nat ' l Int ' Nat'l Race Non- Race 
Mar. 1 6o 6o 6o 
Mar. 2 6o 6o 6o 
Mar. 3 6o 6o 6o 
Mar. ~ 6o 6o 6o Mar. 6o 6o 6o 
Mar. 9 6o 30 ~g ~g 30 Mar . 10 6o 
Mar. 14 6o 6o 30 30 
Mar. 1~ 6o 25 35 25 35 
Mar. 1 ~g 20 30 30 20 Mar. 21 35 25 6o 
Mar . 22 ~0 50 ~0 Mar. 23 65 35 30 65 Mar. ~ 66 35 30 66 Mar. 25 35 
Mar. 29 65 65 65 
Mar . 30 65 65 65 
Mar. 31 65 30 35 35 30 Apr. 4 6o 35 25 25 35 Apr. ~ 65 30 35 65 Apr. 65 ~g 35 35 30 Apr . 7 6o 30 30 
Apr. 11 65 40 25 40 25 
Apr . 12 65 30 35 35 30 
Apr . 13 6o 6o tg 20 Apr. ~ 6o 30 30 
Apr. 1 65 30 35 35 30 Apr. 19 50 50 30 20 
Apr. 20 ~6 55 25 30 Apr. 21 20 40 6o 
Apr. 2~ 6o 6o 6o 
Apr. 2 65 30 35 ~~ 35 Apr. 2~ 65 35 30 
AJ2r . 2 6o 20 ~0 E_o 20 2-Week 2,130 310 1,325 495 1,5 5 545 Totals 
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SUB-DISTRIBUTION BR.EAKOOWN 
FOR THE DAILY DEFENDER 
Date Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter Date Sub- Lo- Nat' Inter 
head cal nal nat'1 head cal nal nat'1 
Mar. Race 6o Mar. Race 35 
1 Prot' 6o 31 Prot' 35 
Enl't Enl't 
Mar. Race 6o Apr. Race 
-- 25 
2 Prot' 30 4 Prot' -- 25 
Enl't tg Enl't Mar. Race Apr. Race 30 35 
3 Prot' 6o 5 Prot' 
Enl't Enl't 7fJ 35 
Mar. Race 
--
6o Apr. Race 35 
7 Prot' -- 25 6 Prot' 35 
Enl 't t6 Enl't Mar. Race Apr. Race 30 
8 Prot' 6o 7 Prot' 30 
Enl't Enl 't 
Mar. Race 30 Apr. Race 40 
9 Prot' -- 11 Prot ' 40 
Enl't 30 Enl 't 
Mar. Race 
--
6o Apr . Race 
-- 35 
10 Prot 
--
6o 12 Prot' 
-- 35 
En1't Enl't 
Har. Race 30 Apr . Race 40 
14 Prot ' 30 13 Prot ' 40 
Enl 't Enl't 
Mar. Race 25 Apr. Race 30 30 
15 Prot' -- 25 14 Prot' 30 30 
Enl't -- Enl't --
Mar. Race 30 ~Br . Race -- 35 16 Prot' -- 30 Prot' 35 
Enl ' t -- Enl ' t 
Mar. Race 30 Apr. Race 30 
17 Prot' 30 19 Prot ' 30 
Enl't Enl't 
Mar. Race Apr. Race 25 
21 Prot ' 20 Prot' 
Enl't -- En1't 25 
Mar. Race 
-- 50 Apr. Race 20 40 
22 Prot' 50 21 Prot' 20 40 
Enl ' t Enl 't 
Mar. Race 35 30 Apr . Race Go 
23 Prot ' 25 Prot' 6o 
Enl 't -- 35 30 Enl ' t 
l~ar. Race 
-- 35 30 Apr. Race 30 
24 Prot ' -- 35 30 26 Prot' 30 
Enl 't -- Enl't --
Mar. Race 25 35 Apr. Race -- 35 30 28 Prot ' 25 35 27 Prot ' -- 35 30 
Enl't 
--
En1't --
Mar . Race 65 ~Br. Race -- 40 29 Prot ' Prot' -- 40 
En1't 65 Enl't --
Mar. Race b5 Race 
--
30 Prot' 65 Prot ' 
Eml't -- Enl't --
TABLE XIV-B 
'IHEME DISTRIBUTION 
Theme Lo- Nat ' Inter 2-Week 
cal nal nat'l Totals 
Race 130 1020 435 1585 
Protest 100 Boo 330 1230 
Enl 'ment 30 220 105 355 
TABLE XV 
2-\"'EEK TABULATIONS : 
DISTRIWTION OF ED ri'ORIAL SPACE JN 
PUBLICATIONS lli NON-lliTEGRATED AREAS 
(Breakdown Is In Inches) 
Name of Lo- Nat' Inter Race Non- Pro-Publication cal nal nat'l Race test 
Alabama Tribune 2b~ 335 35 ~05 130 370 Carolinian 43 570 30 378 336 
Birmingham World ~~~ 92 50 43~ 58 232 Florida Tattler 14? 
i6s 
110 24 
Louisiana Weekly 294 ~16 2~ Boo Journal & Guide 132 57 130 32 547 
Atlanta Dl~ World 1725 935 35 2120 625 14l0 
Grand Totals 3475 3497 300 3720 1630 3719 
TABLE XVI 
2-WEEK TABULATIONS: 
DISTRIBUTION OF EDITORIAL SPACE IN 
PUBLICATIONS lli JNTEGRATED AREAS 
{Breakdown Is In Inches) 
Name of Lo- Nat' Inter Race Non- Pro-Publication cal nal nat'l Race test 
Crusader (111.) 2~ 2~2 68 ~ 103 229 Cleveland Call-Post 20 1~1 632 Afro-American (D.C.) 135 7 63 65 785 1 0 59~ ~8~ Empire Star (N.Y. ) 140 42 443 125 27 
Chicago Wkly . Defender--- 45~ ~~ 504 100 413 Pittsburg Courier 178 20 460 14 392 
Chicago Dl~ Defender 310 1325 !195 1585 5!15 1230 
Grand Totals 1003 3758 923 $26 1168 3767 
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Enl' Total 
ment 
135 b3~ 
294 100 
207 49~ i~~ 40 1010 
85 919 
710 2Z!15 
1878 722 
Enl ' Total 
ment 
12 344 
176 9~9 1~0 96~ 1 7 ~04 ~§ 474 
355 2130 
1059 6084 
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Qn the basis of these compliations certain comparisons 
can be made between the two sets of publications . The most 
striking observation is the similarity of the distribution 
pattern in the protest , national , international, and non- race 
categories as reflected in Tables XV and XVI . 
'vhile the integrated set presents more protests edi-
torials , the difference is only 48 inches. Less parallel , but 
considerably more so than several other categories , is the 
national , and non- race categories , where the separation between 
the two publication sets is 311 inches 623 inches , and 462 
inches respectively . 
The sharpest contrast between the two sets appenrs in 
the local category . I!:ere the margin of differer ce is some 
2 , 4 72 inches with the non- integrated set on the \·;eightier side . 
Slightly more than 1 , 100 inches separate the sets in both tl e 
race and overall total category . There is an 819 - inch dis-
parity in the enlightenment category . 
The non- integrated set ran ahead in total two week 
editorial out - put by 1 , 138 inches and also in the local, non-
race , and enlightenment categories . It was outstripped by the 
integrated set in the national , international , race , and protest 
categories . 
Compared from a different angle , Northern Editors pro-
tested more and devoted more space to race related issues . But 
on the other hand, tl1ey also presented more national and inter-
national material~ Southern editors had more non-race editorials 
and enlightenment material , but , also by a very wide margin 
treated more local issues . 
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But of course much more can be discerned from the data 
through statistical treatment . In fact , this is perhaps the 
best method of comparison . 
An issue by issue comparison of the two sets of papers 
is of course impractical . But we can answer the questions we 
have set up if we know two things about what the editors did 
in the two weeks under study : How did they distribute their 
editorial space.most of the time , and , secondly , as a rule , 
how far did they vary from this general practice? 
What this means in effect is that instead of comparing 
an armful of data - -Tables I through XVI-- we find something of 
an average or representative figure for each category in each 
set and this is what is compared . 
Fortunately , statisticians have developed formulas ~1ich 
make it relatively simple to find , not only the information asked 
by these two questions , but also others with which we can de -
termine if differences found through comparisons are really big 
enough to be important . ~1ere chance could cause minor differences 
in the samples . 
Table XVII records answers arrived at through use of the 
handy formulas as they apply to the samples we have studied . 
It tells in column 2 the amount of space in inches editors in 
each set- -integrated (IN) and non- integrated (NON) - -allowed for 
each category most of the time . It tells in column 4 how far 
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above or belmv this usual amount the editors 1 distribt:.tion 
tended to fall during the 8- week period . Columns 3 and 5 
show how the two sets of editors differed in their distribu-
tion pattern . 
TABLE XVII 
A CO~IPARISON OF THE AHOUNT OF SPACE 
THE TWO SETS OF EDITORS GENERALLY ALLOWED FOR 
EACH C TEGORY 
CATEGORY COLUHN 2 COLUMN 3 COLUHN 4 COLUHN 
RACE (IN) 56 . 52 l i 48 25 . 28 ; 28 RACE (NON 58 . 00 25 . 56 
NON RACE IN) 28 . 65 4 . u0 13 . 70 1 . 05 NON RACE NON} 33 . 45 14 . 75 
LOCAL (IN 38 . 70 4 . 52 2_5. 20 7 . 34 LOCAL(NON 43 . 22 17 . 76 
NAT ' L (IN 44 . 50 2 . 35 23 . 44 1 . 22 NAT 1 L (N01) 46 . 85 24 . 66 
INT ' NL ~IN) 25 . 32 4 . 78 10 . 48 
. 38 I1 T I NL {NON l 30 . 10 10 . 86 
PROT ' (IN 56 . 00 
. 01 19 . 62 FROT I (NON) 35 . 99 16 . 94 2 . 68 
ENL ' NT (IN) 29 . 16 3 . 79 20 . 88 6 . 48 ENL ' NT (NON) 33 .95 14 . 40 
TOTAL (IN ) 69 . 66 10 . 16 22 . 80 2 . 88 TOTAL ( N01) 59 . 50 19 . 92 
5 
To determine what the editors did most of the time 
we are using what statitiscians call a Mean Score , i . e ., 
the average derived when the issue by issue tabulation is 
l umped together and the figure found by fornula which di-
v ides the distribution into two equal parts . using the 
Standard Deviation formula we determined the variance shown 
in colur11n 4 . 
l 
lve are nearly in a position to answer the questions posed 
at the outset--is there a significant difference in the two sets 
of papers? We know for example from Table XVII th&t in no 
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instance is the distribution identical for the two sets , yet 
in some instances an inch or less of space is the margin of 
difference . Is a one inch difference big enough to be impor -
tant , or , put differently , how big a difference is needed to 
be important? 
As noted earlier , it is our good fortune that statisti-
cians have worked out a formula for finding an answer to this 
query . The formula does two things: (1) It determines just 
how far apart the two sets of editors are statistically , and 
(2) It sets a numerical point for deciding whether a difference 
between two sets is big enough to be important . 
According to the laws of sampling , unless for a given 
category the editors have a margin of difference of 2 . 33 being 
compared statistically , the difference found might be attri -
buted to chance alone . It is this cut - off point we have used 
to decide whether differences we found are significant . 
Table XVIII records the actual statistical distance found 
to exist between the two sets of editors . 
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TABLE XVIII 
TYPICAL DIST1UBUTION PATTERN OF EDITORS CL ~·~PARED TO DETERHINE 
IF :hARGD S OF DIFFERENCE ARE LARGE E!\t_;l.J GH TO BE IHFORTAN T . 
Si.TEGO. Y 
RACE (IN) 
RACE (NON 
NGN RACE IK) 
DIFFERENCES (C.R . ) OF LESS THAN 2. 33 
ARE CG:KSIDERED "LNINl OI~TANT . 
Diff . In Diff . In 
Typiccl Typical 
Distri- c . R. Varia -
butiou tion 
3. 78 . 365 2 . 67 
2. 83 1 . 70 3. 82 
NUN Rf,CE NON) 
LOCAL (IN 4. 45 1 . 03 3 . 19 
LOCi. L (NON) 
NAT 1 L {IN} 3. 96 . 593 2. 74 
~'AT I L (NON) 
Ill. T I N L ( IN ) 3 . 86 1 . 24 4 . 13 
n,T 1NL (l,ON) J I 
PROT ' (IN 2 . 54 ! . 004 1 . 79 \ PROT I (NON I 
ENL ' NT {IN} 3. 98 . 952 I 2. 79 : 
.::::NL I NT (NON) I 
TOTAL {IN} 3. 18 3 . 19 I 2. 23 \ TOTAL ( NvN) 
c . R. 
. 105 
. 275 I 
I 
2 . 29 
. 446 
. 092 
I 
1 . 48 
2 . 32 
1 . 20 
Colunm 2 shows the distance when what the editors did 
in each category most of the time (Typical Distribution) were 
compared , and Column 4 , the distance between the two sets of 
editors when a comparison \vC!S made of how far above or below 
this gene ral practice they tended to fall (Typical Variation . ** 
But it is on the nun1bers in Columns 3 and 5 that we 
rely to answer tho basic query of this study . In these columns 
..)1_~~ 
""The difference in what the editors did most of the 
time is the statistical difference between the t~o sample 
Means for each cetegory . The v~riation is the statistical 
difference between the two sample Standard Deviations for each 
category . 
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are recorded results from the most critical comparison made of 
the two sets of edit ors. Only if this margin of difference is 
2 . 33 or above can a difference be considered important . 
Having borrowed the statisticians ' formulas to compare 
the two sample set of papers , we can also borrow their reason-
ing as to the signif icc:.nce of differences found . 
\ ie can say , with less than oLe chance in a lmndred of 
being wrong , that where figures in columns 3 and 5 (what statis-
ticians call the c . R ., i . e ., critical ratio) is less than 
2 . 33 , it is safe to conclude the difference found is too small 
to be important . 
We can no\·1 treat the questions this t>tudy set out to 
answer . le need only refer to columns 3 and 5 of Table XVIII 
where we can see if the margin of difference , or C . R.. , if you 
like the statistical term , for each cateEory is 2 . 33 or less . 
Turning first to the local , national , and inter-
national categories , we note that each has yielded a critical 
Ratio of less than 2 . 33 (inches) in both the comparison of 
the Typical Distribution as well as the Typical Variation . 
Therefore we conclude that tl1ere is no difference ~ 
In the two samples of local editorials , the Distribu-
tion Critical Ratio is 1 . 03 ; the Variation C. R., is 2 . 29 ~ For 
the national samples the Distribution Critical ~atio is . 593 , 
the Variation C. ~ ., . 446 , and for the Internntional sample , the 
Distribution C. R., is 1 . 24 , the Variation C. ~ ., . 092 . 
Thus , to the question , 11 How do the editorials 
compare in terms oF- scope?" we are confident 
that editors in integrated environs and their 
counterparts in non- integrated areas do not 
differ in the amount of space they devote to 
local , national , and international ussues . 
nut probably the most crucial areas in terms of the 
Negro Press ' future is its reliance on or retreat from all-
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race material . A significant difference here could register 
a strong hint that. the colored press has at least reached the 
piv~tal point in its ultimate destiny . 
Looking at Table XVIII and the Non- Race category , we 
see a Critical Ratio of less than 2 . 33 for both Distribution 
and Variation scores . The Non- Race sample Critical Ratio for 
Typical Distribution is 1 . 70 and 2 . 75 for the Typical Variation . 
Thus we conclude that the editors did not differ in either in-
s tance . 
Therefore to the question , "Which editors 
treat subjects not specifically related to 
the Negro in greater abundance?" we con-
clude , with the.assurance of one chance in 
100 of being wrong , that editors in inte-
grated and non- integrated areas do not 
differ . 
And for the race category , looking at the Critical Ratio 
for the Distribution and Variat i on tallies , we see respective 
scores of . 365 and . 105 which are sufficiently small to again 
make us unable to conclude that a difference exists. Thus the 
conclusion to this reverse correllary of the question above 
seems to further indicate that editors do not differ signifi-
cantly in their treatment of race and non- race material . 
"Which group of editors has protest edi torials 
in greater abundance ?" So far as this study is 
representative , no-significant difference exists . 
The same conclusion applies to the query , 
"Which editors had Self - Enlightenment edi -
torials in greater abundance?" 
In the Protest and Enlightenment Categories , we note 
each has yielded a Critical Ratio of less than 2 . 33 in both 
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areas of comparison . In the tuo samples of lrotest editorials , 
the Typical Distribution Critical Ratio in . 004; the Variation 
C . R., is 1 . 48 . For the Enlightenment Category , the sample 
Distribution C. R ., is . 952 , the Variation C. a ., . 446 . 
In only one c ategory are we able to conclude that a 
difference does exists and that is when we come to the Total 
Editorial Out - put . The Vari ation C. R., is only 1 . 20 and we 
thus assume no difference exists there . However , the Distri-
bution C. R., is 3 . 19 , considerably above the 2 . 33 determ.ina-
tion point . 
Thus for our final question , "Which group does more 
editorializing?" we must conclude that editors in the integrated 
environs do . The chances are one in one hundred ·that we c ould 
have gotten the differenc e obtained by chance alone . 
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SUMNARY 
To the extent that this construct has been a true test , 
editors in integrated areas have not seen the shrinking of 
their reason for being as any signal to turn their attention 
to matters not race - linked . 
Although municipal and state agencies have been set up 
and equipped to share in the c ivil rights load , editors seem 
not to feel it imperative to use the slack to uroaden their 
scope beyond the color border . 
With so many legal barriers to desegregation down , 
editors in integrated localities do not now cm centrate on 
enlightenment editorials- -stressing race pride and improve-
ment , and responsible citizenship . 
The sample here protested and crusaded to the same 
degree as their counterparts in areas where at every turn 
editors and their readers face racial restrictions , discri-
mination , and individual insults at work , play , study , worship , 
and every other conceivable sphere of activity . 
Thus , in any strict analysis of the findings , the Negro 
Press must be seen following a suicide course . Only decline 
and dissapearance can be predicted for its future , if its 
survival does indeed hinge on the abandonment of purely race 
interest material . 
But if by strict analysis the race press presents a 
picture that is negative in terms of the future , that picture 
appears all the more positive when-- with less objectivity 
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Perhsps , · but with a necessary degree of realism--it is app lied 
to the present . 
Race editors will argue , and find support in much of 
what we reported in various chapters here , that for those 
editors in integrated areas to quit the protest at this time 
and to venture into the main- stream , would cons titute a dere-
liction of duty . 
We have seen that traditionally the race struggle has 
been conducted on a basis of racial solidarity and non- sec-
tionalism. This polarity of interests and goals has tended 
to off - set the individual accomplishments and area gains . 
Apparently the editors in integrated are as still con-
sider the equal rights strugg le to be no limit e d war and no 
cold war . Thus they protest and crusade as widely and as 
hotly to win battles in non-integrated localities as much as 
at home . They will not consider the war over until the cause 
is settled in every section . 
It would be understandable also if editors in integ-
rated environs contended that the disappearance of barriers 
has served only to whet the appetite for total elimination of 
discrimination . Thus their efforts have not slackened , but 
have been redoubled . 
They might argue that at best the irrefutable integra-
tion gains taking place in the South is only a token jesture 
and that the rising tide of color overseas presents a chal-
lenge that is just beginning to unfold . 
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Also the mop- up action in the 1orth, to dispel certain 
subtle dis c r i mination patterns in housing and de facto segre-
gation in euucation and employment , of late shows promise to 
be more sizable and lasting an undertaking than editors and 
others at first thought . 
In this light , the refusal of editors in desegregated 
areas to stray from their traditional role as c.: race vanguard , 
may suggest that they are more attune to the present than they 
are out of step with the future . 
That they have defined their task to be what it is could 
connote such a keeness and awareness on their part as ta make 
an observer hope that when the time does come for a change of 
fare , editors will recognize it and react to it positively . 
Thus , although the Negro Press seems now to be following 
a collision course with extinc tion , the course seems not to be 
incorrectable . The editors seem to think simply that this is 
not the time in Negro Press history to cross so distant a bridge . 
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